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Figure 2.3 .A.xisymmetric Surface Geometry

Because of Ìts derivation, it is known that the radius of curvature R 1 is

the radius of curvature of the meridian. This meaning can also be derived from

Equation (2.2q(a)) recognizing that two factors of sin Q occur from foreshortening

of the arc length ds to d,z and. one factor occurs from foreshortening of distances

normal to the surface. The radius R2 is more easily interpreted.It is the

intersection of the z-axis and an extension of the surface normal. Interpretation
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of Rl and R2 as the meridian radius of curvature and intersection of a normal

with the z-axis, respectively, will be used exclusively from this point. These

are the meaning of Equation(2.22),and are valid even u, {fr * O.

The theory of surfaces shows that the surface length measures dL, and

dLz along the meridian and parallel di¡ections, respectively, are

dL, = ,F u¿, = [(:iJ' . (h)' l','ur, = ds

26

(2.2s)

dLr= 6dEz= hutr= Rdo

Let the surface be deformed axisymmetrically to some nerü/ state. Its radii of

curvature tL, 12 will be determined respectively by the radius of curvature of

the deformed meridian and the intersection of a normal to the deformed surface

with the z-axis. The new surface measures dl,¡ and d L2 are

dt,L=rFdfr=ds

dL, = ,F uq, = rdo Q'26')

The surface extensions À¡ and À2 in the meridian and parallel directions are

tÀ

À2

ds
dS

and rd0 r
RdE R

(2"27)

The fundamental magnitude F is identically zerc in all axisymmetric states

indicating that the meridians and parallels remain orthogonal and that the middle

surface does not undergo shear deformation. Similarly, M is identically zero,

indicating that the middle surface does not twist or warp. Hence, the surface

is completely described at any point by its curvatures K, , Ç and k, , k, before

and after deformation and by its extension ratios À1 and À2.
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2.2 STR.ð.IN FIELD REPRESENT^ð,TION

Having established the geometry of an axisymmetric middle surface in

terms of its meridian, we wish to determine the- strain f ield through the thickness

of the shell. This can be done using a relaxed form of the Love - Kirchoff

hypothesis. In particular, we will assume that fibers normal to the middle surface

before deformation remain straight and normal to it in the deformed state. Ä.s

shown in Section 1.1, this assumption supresses shear strain between successive

layers through the thickness of the shell and consequently makes the strain state

dependent on the local middle su¡face configuration only. The strict form of

the Love - Kirchoff hypothesis, which we will not use, further assumes the normal

fibers to be inextensible and consequently is valid only when strains are small.

In the development which follows, we wish to accommodate large strains and

hence must consider the effects of fiber extension.

Since strains may be large, care must be taken to distinguish the undeformed

and deformed states. Upper case letters are used to describe the undeformed

state, and lower case letters are used to describe corresponding quantities in

the deformed state. Since we are concerned with thin shells, the radii of curvature

will be assumed to be at least 10 times the shell thickness. This further assumption

ensures that the relaxed Kirchoff-Love hypothesis is accurate, and simplifies

the derivation of the strain field.

When strains are not small compared to unity, definition of a consistent

strain measure is not a trivial problem. We will consider a Lagrangian formulation

for the strain-displacement relations. The reader is referred to Malvern 145,

Chapter 4l or Truesdell [81] for the details of the formularion.

Consider a simply connected body deformed from a reference state X in

which strains are taken to be zeto to a new state x as shown in Figure 2,4. The
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position vector x of a generic point in the new or current position can be expressed

in terms of its position vector X in the reference configuration by the

automorphism

x = x(x) Q.281

which can be written in component form

xi = xi (Xr,Xr,,Xr). (2.29)

It is possible to define a deformation gradient tensor F which operates on an

arbitrary infinitesimal vector dX in the reference configuration to produce its

corresponding vector dx in the current configu¡ation

dx = F.dX. Q.30)

It can be shown that the components Fi¡ of F are given by

F..
^U

â*iq (2"31)

whence equation (2.30) is equivalent to

dxi
â*i

ry dxj Q.3z)

x3

x

¡(X)

X
x

X2

xl

Figure 2.4 Body Deformarion
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By convention, the strain tensor E is defined so as to give the change

in the squared length (¿S)' of the vector dX

(ds), - (dS)¿ = Z1X.E . dX Q.33)

The strain tensor E can be expressed in terms of the deformation gradient F

by

E=+[rr.r-t]=]rc-l (2.34)

since the product FT F is equal to the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor

C Furthermore, if the deformation tensor F is decomposed through polar

decomposition into stretch U and rotation R by

,* = R'U Q'35)

then strain must be produced only by the stletch tensor U The foregoing

definitions of deformalion and strain satisfy this requirement in that the so-called

right stretch tensor U is given bY

t-l
u - cz = ¡pT .rlz (2.36)

and the strain tensor

(2.37)

depends only on the stretch tensor of any arbitrary deformation F For a

deformation described by displacement u(X) in a Cartesian coordinate system,

x = X + u(X) Q.38)

ot xi = Xi + ui(Xr ,Xz ,& )

typical strains according to the above definition are

E = r[rrr-r] = Lr" - tl = Lru'- 1l
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and

Hence,

âu, ôuo

-!_

ðx, ' ðx,

(2.3e)

(2.42)

âu ðt,
v,tl0ðX,

. +[( (#)')'
ôt,

)'lEtt
ðX, + +

J.+[Er, = å[
ðt,

EÇ
âr, , âr, âr. ðr, ð", ì
ôxr-al<,ax;*ax,ã"rJ

Note that these definitions are exact and are not just second order approximations

The above definitions simplify to the common small strain definitions

ât,

a-t

and Er" ãxt
ãt.
ãxt (2.40)

when deformation gradients aui / âxj are small compared with unity.

It will f requently be useful to have a measure of the stretch ¿s/dS = À ñ
in a particular direction indicated by unit vector Ñ . The square of the stretch

is given by

ÀÑt= N'c'N (2,.41)

For uniaxial extension in the direction of the Xt axis, the stretch À¡ in the Xl
direction is given by

E I

+
äu=+[ 1

À
1

c =7*28It 1t

À

=1+'#.(H)',

ðtl
= 1 ¿__ l -J_-Irn..--Lre, dxr (2.43)

which agrees with the common definition of stretch. Note also that the strain

measure E is quadratic in g¡ since
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Ert

When simultaneous extensions Ài

coordinate directions, we have

Er *Tr1 (2.44)

occur in the directions of their corresponding

À1=1*e1 (2.4s)

and

Eii= er+|.! (?.46)

Consider the small element of shell shown in Figure 2.5(a). Its middle surface

is defined in the undeformed state as the collection of all points midway through

the thickness of the shell and is permanently fixed to the material through whÍch

2 l2
T

Rl rl d0

Kr- I

F; Àl _rr dê
Rl de n,=t

x.'ù
N = l-T/2,1/2J

n = n(N)
. ra d0n'=Ë!I kz= I

f2

(b) DEFORMED(o) UNDEFORMED

Figure 2.5 Element of a Shell
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it passes. Hence, its behaviour under deformation can be visualized by imagining

the material through which it passes to have been dyed a different color than

the rest of the shell. Like the imaginary dyed layer, the middle surface will not

under deformation necessarily remain midway between the free surfaces of the

shell, but may shift slightly across the shell in response primarily to bending.

Before deformation, the shell will have two principal radii of curvature

Rl and R, as measured from the middle surface, and their corresponding inverses

- the curvatures Kr and K2 In a deformed state, the corresponding radii and

principal curvatures are r L, 12, and k I , k2 , resp€ctively. The middle surface

extensions are À1 and À2.

Define coordinates N and n no¡mal to the middle surface of the

undeformed and deformed shell respectively and zero at the middle surface .

Call the respective elemental middle surface areas d^4. and da. Thin layers or

sheets of the undeformed surface parallel to its middle surface and starting there

can be thought of as laminated successively onto the deformed middle surface.

Since the material is incompressible, the volume of these sheets (".g.(t + K NXl

+ K N)dA dN) remains constant between the two states and we have

(1 + K¡N)(1 + K2N)dA dN = (1 + krn)(1 + krn)da dn Q.47)

where dN, dn are the thicknesses of the sheets in the undeformed and deformed

states;

dA, da are the middle surface areas, and terms of the form

(1 + K¡ N) are the cortections for variation of the length of the sheet

sides through the shell thickness.

Since

^,2
(2.48)À

da
dA
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rive have

[t + lrr+ Kz)N + KrKrN2]dN = ÀrÀ2[1 + (k1k2)n * krkrttzldn (2.4e)

Integration of this equation through the shell thickness yields the relationship

N + (Kr+ K2) 5 * *r-, 5 = À,Àr[n + (kr+ Q ++ krkzç ]
(?.s0)

between the transverse coordinates N and n of a sheet before and after

deformation. This cubic is not easily solved to yield n(N). Since all radii of

curvature are assumed to be at least 10 times the thickness, the procluct KN 31/10.

llZ = 0.05. It is therefore reasonable to eliminate terms having (KN) to tfre

second power relative to those having (rcN) to the first in differential Equation

(2.+Z). This simplification reduces Equation (2.50) ro a quadraric

N + (Kr+ 
^r) 5 = ÀrÀ, [n + (kr+ nr) + ] e.st'l

which can be solved explicitly to yield

n(N) = lft * 1
2(N +(Kr+ rrl$l

(2.s2)+
(k 1+k2 )

2 ).1À2 (k1+ k2)

The Taylor series expansion of this relationship is

n(N) =
N

).å(È )"^,Àz(Kr+ 
K2) - (kr+ k2) lI I À 2

+(ù)
J

(k1+ k2) [ÀrÀr(K1+ K2) - (kr+ k2) ] + ....
(2.s3)

Shifting of the middle surface was mentioned earlier. This shift can be

demonstrated by calculating the location ôm of the middle of the deformed surface
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(þn(- + nT
z

ôm (2.s4)

T2 (kl + k2) l4^1 
^3

À2(K1 + K2) +

It can be shown that rhe quantity À¡|r(K, + K2) - (k, + k, ) is a primary measurç

of bending. Hence, from Equarion (2.54) we see that the middle surface shift

is primarily due to bending and that it is attenuated by extension of the middle

surface.

The deformed shell thickness t is given by

.T Tt=n(i)-n{-i)

t = å- - - 
n3

AtÃ, F 
^, 

(k1+ k2) IÀ1À2(Kr+ K2) - (kr+ k2) I + (2.55)

and is primarily dependent on middle surface strains. In the absence of bending,

T = ÀrÀz t. In the presence of bending, the shell thickness will change as a third

order effect because of asymmetrical sheet strains.

It was shown in Section 2.I that the middle surface undergoes no shear

or twisting. Consequently, sheets through the thickness will not undergo shear

or rotation in their own planes. Further, the di¡ections of principal stretch and

of principal curvature are fixed in the meridian and parallel directions. The principal

stretches À, and Àrrin the sheets are therefore also in the meridian directions

129, pp.23I,2321and are given respectively by

Àr
Àr(1 + krn)
(1 + KlN)

and Àr(1 + krn)
-fi +TF -Àn (2.s6)

2

À
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The variable n can be eliminared using Equation (2.52) or (2.53) and in both cases

the Taylor series

l-

't
tr2

rr= r, +( t fk,
1r, U 

lÀtÀr(K,+ çr) - (kr+ kr)JK N+À

k2
-r- - K,À
Â1

Àrr +
^2

N+

+- -,(l - K,À,)) ',

{u,
1 ,r, ., [ÀrÀz(Kr+ rr) - (kr+ kz)]
( t^r A,

2

- -"(l - *,À,))*' . .... (2.s7)

result. These equations explicitly give the principal stretches of any sheet initially

located a distance N from the middle surfacerin terms of the initial and final

curvatures and principal stretches of the middle surface.

2.3 CONSTITUTIVE EQU^å,TIONS

Having established the strain-displacement relationships in the previous

section, attention is now turned to determination of the stress-strain relationships

or constitutive equations. Real materials exhibit a wide array of physical responses

to applied loads. These responses include such effects as anisotropy, where the

response of the material is not the same in all directions, viscoelastic effects

where stress depends on the instantaneous rate of deformation, memory effects

where the instantaneous stress is dependent on the history of the deformation,

and various nonlinear effects. General constitutive equations accommodating

these phenomena are very difficult to work with. It is usual to choose the simplest

constitutive equation which models the essential behavior of the real material.

¡
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We are interested in materials which are incompressible and isotropic.

The third strain invariant I3 of such incompressible materials satisf ies

1I À2
3

^2
2

À2I (2.58',)
3

The assumption of isotropy allows considerable simplification of the strain energy

function, as shown later in this chapter. It also ensures lz9, or. z3r,z3zf that.

the directions of principal stress and principal strain coincide. Since the ensuing

deformation analysis is carefully designed to permit large deformations and large

strains, it is desirable to accommodate the nonlinear material response which

is typical at large strains. To determine reasonable forms of the constitutive

equations we appeal to modern continuum mechanics.

We are concerned with so-called simple elastic materials in which the local

stress depends only on the local instantaneous strain. It does not depend on the

strain loading path, nor on the strain rate. For a general nonlinear elastic

material, each of the nine second Piola-Kirchoff stress components Tij is

dependent on all nine of the strain components ers . i.e.

rij - fij (ers). e.se)

When it is possible to construct an elastic potential function w( e¡s) or w(E)

giving the strain energy per unit undeformed volume, the material is said to be

hyperelastic or Green elastic. Stress is related to the elastic potential function

by

âw(E)rij = ãnu- (2.60)

From this we nore thar the functions f¡¡ in Equation (2.59) are neither arbitrary

nor independent of each other. It may be useful to model certain materials by

functions fi¡ which do not sarisfy Equation (2.60). Such marerials do not have

an elastic potential function and are said to be Cauchy elastic or simply "elastic".
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since we wish to use an energy minimization technique to find the displacement
of loaded shells, we

therefore write

restrict our attention to hyperelastic materials. we may

w = w(E) w'(C) (2.61)

slnce

c = ZE+l 
Q'62)

since we assume that the material is isotropic, the strain energy w does
not depend on the orientation of the strain field and hence

w = w'(c) = w'(eceT) e.63)
for all Q where Q is orthogonal and by definition satisfies

QTQ = eeT = I +eT = e-r (2.64)

where I is the identity tensor. It can be shown mathematically lZ9, Or. Z3O_Z3II
that the scalar function w, satisfying Equation (2.63) is isotropic, âDd that the
elastic potential w' can therefore be written in terms of the three invariants
ofC

2

I
2
I
2

I

À

À

À

r1

I=
2

I

À+À+ 2

2

+xl+xl
2

À

2
3

2

3

), 2T À
2
15

3

2

2
À â

where Ài

That is

I +

(2.6s)
ei are the principal stretches, and are always strictly positive.

w'(C) 'ñ/"(Il ,I2 ,I , ) . (2.66)
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See also Green and zerna [28, Section 2"3J. The invariants Ii are the coefficients

of the chalacteristic equation

À6 I À4+r 2
À2 I

3
0 (2.671

associated with

lc - rrl= o (2.68)

It is formally possible, therefore, to calculate Ài2 and consequently Ài for any

given invariants Ii which are physically admissible. Hence, we can write the energy

function as

W= w'(C) - w"(Ir,I2,I3) - w'n(Àr, ÀaÀa) (2.6e)

^\ great deal of work has been done to establish theoretical limitations on

representations of w', w" and w'n. The reader is referred to [45, Section 6.8] for

a survey of various approaches to the representation of three-dimensional isotropic

functions.

Certain restraints on the general energy form of the constitutive equations

have been established from a mathematical basis. We must now find a specific

form which is general enough to represent a range of nonlinear materials, but

which is simple enough to be manipulated mathematically. To this end, we consider

some of the extensive experimental research which has been done. See for example

^4.lexander [1].

It is possible to argue for a particular form of the strain energy function

from a molecular basis. Rubbers and other pôlymers are the most important

materials which exhibit large elastic strains. They are composed of very long

chain molecules. The change in entropy associated with their deformation, and
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hence their strain energy, is easily calculated, as shown in Treloar [80, Chapter

41, and takes the form

G(rr - 3) (2.70)

where G is the material shear modulus. This strain energy function has been

shown experimentally to be especially effective in describing swollen rubbers

where the molecular chains are separated sufficiently as not to interfere with

each other during extension.

Treloar [80] argues from a mathematical perspective, that the strain energy

function for an incompressible isotropic elastic material can be given in the form

1*=z

* = ,lo cij(rr -3)Í(r, -s¡j
j=o

(2.71')

where Cij are constants. The simplified, first order form of this relationship

w = R + C¡(I1- 3) + cl,I2- 3) (2.72)

by analogy with the first terms of a Taylor series, will clearly describe any

sufficiently smooth energy surface over a small enough domain. Hence, its ability

to describe experimental results cannot be taken as verification that its form

has any necessary connection with the physical behavior of polymers. The most

commonly used strain energy form is the so-called Mooney-Rivlin form

t50l

W= cr(Ir- 3) + c2(I2- 3) (2.73)

It is also reasonable to propose a representation of strain energy in terms

of a function which is symmetric in the three principal stretches. Valanis and

Landel [BZ] nave suggested that the strain energy can be represented by
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w = w(Àr) * w(Àz) + w(Àg) (2.741

They have demonstrated that simple functions for w such as

w(À) = 2 ¡rf,n (Ð (2.75)

are accurate over ranges as large as À- 10.35, 2.51. The Mooney-Rivlin function

can be written in this form by making use of the fact that Ig f 1.

Ogden [57] proposed the form

À
ctn ctn

(2.761
2 3 -3)

for the strain energy function. This formulation can, in certain cases, represent

stretches up to Ài - 7 using only three terms (n = 3). ogden's proposed form

is consistent with the Valanis-Landel hypothesis, and includes the Mooney-Rivlin

form as a special case, again using I, = 1.

The Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function is used for the ensuing analysis.

Though its form is simple, it is a good representation of any strain energy function,

at least over a limited strain range, and it is easy to manipulate mathematically.

It is further consistent with the Valanis-Landel hypothesis and has a stronger

physical motivation than the other forms mentioned above.

To show how the Mooney-Rivlin coefficients can be chosen, we consider

a linear material under principal st"ains ei. Its strain energy wL is given [83,

P.a7l by

w=l
n

þ
0n

T( +
CIn

1
+À

wL = . [rî +el+el* G}r, (er r,, *r,),1
(2.77Ì

where G is the material shear modulus. The Mooney-Rivlin strain energy
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wM is given in terms of the strain invariants

wM cr(Ir- 3) * C 
"(tr- 

l¡ (2.781

In order to equate the energy representations given in Equations (2.77) and (2.78)

so that 9r and Crcan be found, they must both be written in terms of the same

variables. If we assume incompressibility (I, 
=1) 

and if we let Ài - e i +1, then

the respective material strain energies can both be written in terms of €r and Êe

as

tL=G - ').3'"1 -4e ert 2e, ef,- +e)
(2.7e)

2
I

c

fru', 
+ef, +e,e,)

tM = cr 
þ,tl 

+e2, +erer)

+ tef +oel + tel e2, + 6e,
2

+3e +4
e 2

and - +ri - 6r', e, - 6e, -2ù2

^2

3

2

+ael e, + ee\ ef; + ae, tl * sel +

trGl+ e2, +erer) - +ti +2ete2 + 2e, 4e

4¿

4 l
J

+5e

*cz

I

a

2

+sef+e\e2¡+sel+ l
J

(2.80)

By setting

c 5G
I

and

fa-_ -G (2.81)tu2= _E_

the coefficients of second and third order terms in equations (2,79) and (2.80)

are made identical and coefficients on fourth order terms are within 80 percent

of each other. The difference between Equations (2.79) and (2.80) is of the order

of 5 ea . If these series are equated on the basis that the sum of-the strains is

zero, rather than 13 = 1, identical coefficients on terms up to fourth order are

achieved by setting

I
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42ct = )c

C2 = o
(2.82)

The coefficients c¡ and c2 can be chosen in a similar fashion to model a nonlinear
material.

Principal forces per unit unstrained area fi are easily calculated from
the strain energy function. The relationship

fi= ôw
aÀi (2.83)

can be derived from variational principles or from Equation (2"60). To calculate
the stress oi per unit deformed area for f¡ , for example, we must muttiply
by l/ozx3 ) or for an incompressible materiar, by À¡, to correct for the change
in cross-sectional area. Hence,

and

we have

l{=

oi = Ài ôt
aÀi

For the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function

.,(^î + 
^1 

+ iE- ,) * ,,(^-,' * 
^;'+ 

Àî À; - 3)

Q.s4)

(2.8s)

o, = 2cr(À? - -+r) - 2crCrl'z - rl x7) ,
Ar L2

o, = 2cr(^i -;1;l - 2cr(^;' - À1 À;) ,.
nl n2

(2.86)o3=o
since the material is assumed incompressible, no work is done by a hydrostatic
pressure' and the strain energy is unaffected. consequentry, stresses found from
the strain energy function do not include the hydrostatic component. In thin shell
analysis' o, is assumed to be zero. since this is the value produced above, no
correction for hydrostatic stress is required.
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It is frequently possible to formulate problems in terms of an objective
quantity' solution of the problem then involves finding the maximum or minimum
value(s) of the objective quantity. In the case of solid mechanics, the objective
quantity, which is frequently used, is total system energy. tocal minima of this
quantity represent equilibriium solutions" In the case of a static problem only the
potential energy components need be considered. when the solution takes the form
of a function f ' the objective quantity F is a function of the function f and
is called a functional of f , i.e.

F = F(f) 
e.B7)

when the solution consists of finding a finite number n of quantities X¡ , called
generalized coordinates, the objective quantity g is a function of x¡ , i.e.

c = c(Xi) (2.88)

since we are primarily interested in systems which are represented using generalized
coordinates, functionals will not be discussed further, although much of the ensuing
discussion is also applicable to functionals.

We define the objective function, total potential energy ü ¡ âs
of the strain energy and the work done by body forces and external forces
of the problem consists of finding its minimum. other functions
complementary energy ll5,3gl will work, but total potential energy is usually
preferred since it is the quantity naturally minimized by mechanical systems, it
is convenient for numerical analysis [96], and certain other useful properties are
known about it. In particular, the following properties hold:

l. Principle of Least Work

.{ stationary value of the total potential energy

the sum

Solution

such as

AU
ô& 0 (2.8e)
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is necessary and sufficient for equilibrium of the system 176,p.82;83, p.8aJ.

2. Stability Criterion

A, strict relative minimum of the total potential energy

ð2ù >0 (2.eol
ax. âx,rJ

is necessary and sufficient for the stability of an equilibrium state 176, p. 871.

3. Princ of Virtual Work

For every virtual deformation $ Xi of an elastic solid, the sum of the work

done by the external forces Fi is equal to the variation ôW of the strain energy

of the solid [83, p. 54].

XFi ôXi = gW (2.91)

The principle of least work provides a basis for identifying all possible

equilibrium configurations, or solutions, to a particular problem. It would identify

as equilibrium states all of the stationary points .q, through F , shown in Figure

2.6. The figure illustrates an energy surface which is a function of one coordinate

X¡ only. In general, equlibrium requires simultaneous stationarity with respect

to all generalized coordinatesXi. If we think of the energy surface as a track on

which the balls shown at the stationary points ride, it is clear that the ball at C

and E would not, except under ideal conditions, remain still. These points illustrate

unstable equilibria.

Criterion (2.90') provides a measure of the stability of an equilibrium solution.

Solutions such as B, D and F which are strict local minima are stable, can occur

physically, and are known as points of stable equilibrium. If a srnall perturbation

is applied to these solutions, they will return to their equilibrium states. Solution
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B is called metastable as a moderate perturbation will cause the ball to find a
new resting point, which in this case would likely be D . The solutions A are

indeterminate and are only likely to occur in an incompletely defined problem,

where for example, rigid body motion can occur. For a point to be a stable

equilibrium point it must, in general, be a local minimum with respect to all

generalized coordinates. Figure 2.6 illust¡ates the possibility of multiple solutions

and shows that for a smooth energy curve, at least one unstable equilibrium state

exists between multiple stable solutions. This result is easil¡ extended to an n

degree of freedom system in which case the energy surface is an n + I dimensional

hypersurface.

<-A--->

BC

X¡

Figure 2.6 Equilibrium Srates

The principle of virtual work provides a means to determine reaction forces

and stress resultants.

solution of a problem formulated in terms of total potential energy ü requires
location of the local absolute minimua of U . Numerical techniques to accomplish
this are discussed in chapter 3. we now consider suitable forms for the local shell

E

U
D

F
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strain energy in terms of the middle surface geometry. The strain energy function

w = ClIr- 3) + ClIz- 3) (Z.9Zl

is known in terms of the local strain. Since the strain state through the thickness

of the shell is also known from Equations (2.57), the shell energy per unit area of

undeformed middle surface W can be calculated. It is

tt 
-w-

,r
-T/2

(1 + KlN) (l + K2N)w(N)dN (2.e3)

where N is the transverse coordinate in terms of the undeformed

shell,

w(N) is the volumetric strain energy at N,

(1 + KtNXI + K2 N)dN is the differential volume of the sheet at N , and

T is the shell thickness.

The evaluation of the energy integral is considerably complicated by the

(1 + KtNXI + KzN) terms. under the assumptions of thin shell theory, lrcil S llrc
T. Hence, since N = l- T/2, Tl2l, lrci Nl So.oS. The greatest magnitudes of the

terms in

(1 + K1NXl + KzN) = 1 + (Kr+ Kz)N + KrKz N2 (2.g4')

are I +0.10+0.0025.

For the applications of interest here, the last term can be neglected. Assume

that function w(N) can be written in terms of a Taylor series. Then the total

energy W is given by
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T

f, 
(1 + KN)r,(N)dNI^] =

-T

T/2-'1. (t+KN)(a+bNrcN2 +dN3 +eNa + fNs *gN6 +...)dN
-T/2

-3 m5

= ar * (c +Kb) þ+ (e + Kd) fu + ...

..T3 eTs=ar*îi+ Bo *-..

(2.95')

+ KT(
br3
n

.-5+#+ "..)

sar * #.#. ... (2.e6)

Since lrcf lSO.1, the terms associated with K are small compared with the other

terms of the series and can be neglected. We can then approximate W by

[aJ =
rl2
I w(N) dN (2"e7)

-tlz

The effect of these simplifications turns out to be equivalent to neglecting the

changing sheet area through the shell thickness. Since the sheet area increases

on one side of the middle surface at nearly the same rate as it decreases on the

other, the effect of this simplification is less severe than might be expected.

The principal sheet strains À1 and ÀU can be approximated using the first

two terms of Equations (2.57) as

Àr =Àr*ArN (2.e8)

and
Àrr =Àe*ArN (2.ee)
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J
ÀK

^,2

or=(
k

(2.100)

This allows linear variation of stretch across the thickness. The strain energy

calculated by substituting Equations Q.98) and (2.99) into Equations (2.65), (2.92)

and (2.97) in turn, and retaining terms up to fourth order in N is

where

lal =

o,=(r-*,^l

-rifr'{c,trl 
* ^í,.dç - 3l + c,rÀ;e . 

^;i 
* 

^í ^i, -31}dN

T/2
= _J,, {crt(À? +2À1Ar N + A1 n2+ À! + zx2lz N + A; N2)

(2.1 01)

(2.roz')

.tr .--z**.'(+) -'-,- (+)'N3+ s (l)- --,

. (1 -, # * " , (t)'N2 -4 (+)'-, . , (þJ* *u)l

_1 1-rv^L------_-;T----_---¡¡¡¡¡-, (Àr + ArN)' (\, + A2N)'

+ iili + (2À,Àio, + zxlÀ2A2)N

+ <rfe! + 4Àr).2ArA2 + l,!al>lr2

+ (2).rArAl + z),ralAr)N' + (RrAr)2r'rq1ÌdN
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=cl +I (if +rl

(Àî

ËE- 3)t

+ al +$ +
3A3
t2 r4
^r Az

4A, Ao+ -----:-----3 r' r3 r3 |

^1 
A2

àt"
L2

3A1
4

À À
2
2

1tczt
t? tz
-4-)

+ 1 - t.. t+ ^; ^'2- 
3 t

z
2

À(
r11l
-T- )

+ (x7 A? + 4Àr ÀrA,A, + ll eil $ r eræ)
Care has been exercised to ensure that all expansions and simplifications are valid

for all physically admissible À1 and À¡1 . It is possible ro express the integral

T./z

-,1^#u':IZ I II
(2.r04)

in closed form. However, the integral takes two completely different forms,

depending on wherher or not À1 = À U. Since Àt + Àn in general, except at the

axis of symmetry where Àl = ÀtI for any axisymmetric deformation, the series

form of the integral is used.

A similar approach is used by Libai and Simmonds to derive constitutive

equations [+t] ror analysis la?) of cylindrical shells. Indeed¡ rhese papers provided

some impetus for.this research.

Equation (2.103) in conjunction with Equations (2.lOO) gives W rhe total

strain energy integrated through the thickness of the shell in terms of the geometry

of the undeformed and deformed middle surface. Alternatively, the quantity W

can be determined using exact equations (2.50) for the transverse position, (2.56)
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for inplane strain, (2.65) for invariants and Q.731 for strain energy; and integrating

(numerically) across the shell thickness. The approximarion (2.103) compares very

well with results obtained from this exact procedure. Percentage errors e between

the two approaches are:

1) For

Z) For

3) For

lrirl f o.r

Irir I Í 0.1

Àr,Àzì1.0

e :2olo

lrirl :0.1

l(ri - ki ) rl :o.r

ÀrÀz : 1.0

e j 3olo

l<irl:o.r
l(rci-ki)rl :0.1

ÀrÀz : 0.8

e < 5o/o

Strictly for purposes of comparison, we note that

4) For lrcirl:0.2
l(rci-ki)rl:0.1
ÀrÀz ì 0.8

e 1 8o/o

indicating that the energy representation is reasonable even considerably outside

the bounds of thin shell theory (e.g., ki T may be 0.3).

The slope and curvature of the energy surface are required by the energy

minimization scheme. Since the difference between the exact and approximate
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values increases monotonically and smoothly with ki , it is reasonable to take surface

properties, such as slope and curvature of the approximate hypersurface (2.103)

to be good representations of the corresponding properties of the exact energy

hypersurface.

Solution of the shell problem by energy minimization requires that the strain

energy be integrated over the entire shell. Integration through the shell thickness

has been performed analytically. It is not, in general, practical to integrate the

strain energy over the middle surface analytically. Fortunately, this integration

can be performed easily and quickly by numerical means. A suitable procedure

is discussed in Chapter 3.

2"5 FIELD ^å,TIONS

The constitutive equations and equilibrium equations, together with certain

geometric relationships are jointly known as the field equations. They completely

describe the deformation of a body under applied loads, and provide the starting

point for classical solution techniques. The energy minimization approach used

herein does not explicitly use the equilibrium equations, as the minimum energy

solution satisfies them automatically. The constitutive equations are not used to

relate stress and strain in the usual way either, but are used only in strain energy

form. Nonetheless, these equations are discussed here since they provide the starting

point for most analytical solutions, including those with which the numerical solutions

calculated here are compared.

Consider the element of a deformed axisymmetric shell, shown in Figure

7,.7. Since the loads and deformations are assumed axisymmetric, all shear resultants

except Q l are zero, and all twisting resultants are zero. The element will be in

equilibrium in the mericlian direction when
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- Nrr cos # - qr sin t0 - or"os$ ds

- (Qr +dQ1)(r *dr)sin t0 * (u¡dNrXr +dï)cos fl = o

o1
d(N rr)_ ., - d0
ds Yl' ds - N2cosQ = 0 (2.10s)

Since the meridian curvature k¡ is

kl= 99.
ds

(ztoe I
we have

dálrÐ. - Qrrke - N2 cosg = Q
(2"107)

z

r M2

3f'ot

8#'on

r,r,* $'oo

!

rlii

Eigr,ne 2.7 Resultants .A.cting on an Element of Middle Surface
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For equilibrium with respect to the direction normal to the meridian, and with

respect to rotation about a parallel, we have respectively

+S¿ * N¡rk2 * N2 sino - qr = o (2.108)

d(Mrr)
ds -M2cosQ-Q¡r=0 (2.10e)

where q is the outward directed pressure force acting on the element. Note that

these equations are in terms of the Eulerian or deformed coordinates.

The stress resultants N¡, Nz , M1 and M2 depend on the strain field, as

determined from the middle surface geometry, and the constitutive equations which

are embodied in the strain energy function W..When deflections are small and

fibers normal to the middle surface remain unchanged in length and normal to the

middle surface after deformation, normal and bending stress resultants are given

by

(2.1 10)

and

and

1 /,2
N1 = J Tg(N)dN

_.r /z

r12
Nt= J

_,r/z ^=k_:t
ðw._
d^L rol = ?JLd^i

T/z
Ml f Nrlr (N) dN

-1/z

Q.rt1)

(2.112)

(2.t131
't/z ^ ^ Tlz

*t= 
-rl, ft o* = fo -rl, "u* = fr
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where Ni is the normal stress resultant,

N is the transverse Lagrangian coordinate,

Mi is the bending stress resultant,

Ti1(N) is the normal stress in the i-direction in a sheet of material at transverse

position N,

T is the undefo¡med shell thickness.

w is the strain energy per unit of undeformed volume, and

W is the strain energy per unit of undeformed middle surface.

When the normal fibers are permitted to change in length, the expressions (2.110)

and (2.112) given above for Ni and Mi are only approximately correct. These

expressions do not account for such effects as the change in the moment arm in

the bending resultant expression. The expressions (2.111) and (2,113), however,

are exact [45, Section 5.5] an¿ show that the stress resultants are given by the

partial derivatives of the local shell energy W with respect to the middle surface

strains and final curvatures. The constitutive equations can then be written as

Nt = Nl (Kt ,K2 rkl,kz, À, , tr2) ,

Ne = Ne(KlrK2,kr,kr,ÀrrÀr) ,

Mr = Ml(Kt,K2,kr,k¿,ÀtrÀ2) ,

Mã = Þ12 (K, ,K, ,kl,kr, Àr, Àr)
' (z.Lr4)

Six geometric relationships are required to complete the classical problem

formulation. From Figure 2.7 we have

dr
¡i = cosQ (?.IIs)

dz
ãã = s1nQ

tì1,
and (2.116)
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From Section 2.1 we know the deformed middle surfaces strains and curvatures

to be

Àr
ds
dS

(z.r17)

À2
r
R (2"t rB)

kr = 3E
ds (2.tre)

k si4Ó
(2.LZ}Ir

Together, the three equilibrium equations, (Z.LOZ to 2.109) four constitutive

equations, (2.114) and six geometric equations, (2.115 to Z.lZ0) constitute a total

of thirteen field equations. They collectively determine the thirteen unknowns

Np N2, My Ma, Q¡, |¡, À2, kt , þ , s, t, z and Q .



CHÀPTER 3

NUMERIC.ð.L ÄNÄLYSIS

3.I INTRODUCTION

We are interested in the class of thin shells for which the loads and

deformations are axisymmetric. Ä,lthough these shells are completely described

by a single meridian of their middle surface, it is rarely possible to find their

deformation by strictly analytical methods. Solution of most practical problems,

and virtually all nonlinear problems requires the use of numerical techniques.

Most numerical approaches determine the displacement of the meridian

from its rest configuration, or from some previous configuration. Its actual position,

if required, is calculated as the vector sum of its rest, or previous position, plus

its displacement. Since we are concerned with gross cirãnges in shape, it is

expedient to deal directly with the meridian position (rather than using

displacement). Ä numerical representation of the meridian must therefore include

the rest meridian configuration, as well as all deformed meridian configurations.

This section outlines certain general requirements which a numerical

representation of the meridian must have, and shows that a piecewise representation

is preferred, since the energy minÍmization technique used here requires that

derivatives of the total shell energy with respect to meridian position be

calculated. Section 3.2 presents a particular piecewise representation or discrete

element, and shows that it satisfies the general requirements set forth in Section

3.1. The energy of an element is calculated using Equation (Z.lO3), which gives

the local strain energy of the shell per unit of undeformed middle,surface, and

Gaussian quadrature to integrate this quantity over the area of the element. The

56
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total potential energy of the shell is the sum of these elemental strain energies

and the work done by external forces. The final section presents an iterative

numerical descent scheme which use.s the gradient and Hessian of the total

potential energy with respect to the meridian position, together with line search,

to find the meridian positions(s) of lowest energy. These positions correspond

to the static equilibrium configurations of the shell under the particular given

load.

The first and most important step in analysis is to find a suitable numerically

tractable representation of the meridian.See lrons[36,Section8.5] for disconcerting

examples of representations which are surprisingly ineffective.

Suppose we represent the meridian parametrically, as shown in Figure 3.1

in terms of functions

r = f(s)

2 = g(S) (3.1)

where t,z are the radial and axial positions of points of the deformed

meridian,

S is a parameterization of the undeformed

meridian, and

f(S),g(S) are functions giving the radial and axial

positions of points parameterized by S.

Unlike other common representations, this one describes highly convoluted

configurations without difficulty. Since the functions f(S) and g(S) cannot in general

be found analytically, we must represent them numerically;

f(s) = F(c¡,s) j = ltom

g(S) = G(cp,S) k - m+lton (3.2)

where p(cj , S) , G(ct , S) are numerical representations of f and g, and

ci are a finite number n of constants'
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Figure 3.1 Functional Representation of Meridian

These functions are often defined as a linear combination of a set of basis

functions 0 i(S); i.e.

f(s) = F(ci , s) = ci Si (s)

g(S) = G(c¡, S) = c¡ Q ¡(S) (3.3)

Hencky [30] and Way [87], for example, use power series representations

t'o analyze the nonlinear behaviour of a circular plate. Representations in terms

of orthogonal functions, such as Fourier Series, though they are more complicated

than power series, are often preferred. However, the particular advantages of

orthogonal functions are usually precluded in nonlinear problems.

Ä drawback of solutions in the form of Equation (3.3) is that adjustment

of any one constant ci will, in general, alter the entire meridian. Thls drawback '

is particularly serious here, since as shown in Section 3.3, the constants ci are

found by minimization of rhe total potential energy U (ci) using its parrial

derivativet ,ä and 
ffi 

. when the quanriries c¡ affect rhe enrire meridian,

numerical calculation of these derivatives requires integration of their effect

along the entire meridian. If the quantities ci only affect the displacement over
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some small length of the meridian, however, 'the calculation of the required

derivatives is considerably simplified.

Let the constants ci be chosen such that triplets of quantities ci represent

the radial, axial and angular positions of distinct points or nodes n¡ along the

, meridian, as shown in Figure 3.2. Further, assume that the shape of the meridian

between any two nodes n¡ and n¡ + 1 is uniquely determined by the six quantities

ci describing the positions of n¡ and nj + 1. This type of replesentation gives rise

to so-called discrete element methods. Ä, Bopular form of discrete element analysis

which is used extensively to study shells 132,33,56,59 et ceter¿l is the finite element

method (F.E.M.). The F.E.M. embodies certain specific formulation and solution

procedures to calculate displacements. See references 18,36,54 and 90]. The

method presented here is motivated directly by energy conside¡ations and although

certain steps in the method can be shown to be similar to the F.E.M., the motivation

is different. Älso, position rather than displacement is solved for.

z cgt-2
Gsr

nk

c -2
csinl

C4
cs¡r- t

n2 C5

c
cs¡ -r

C5

f

Figure 3.2 Numerical Reþresentation of líeridian
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Finite elements used to represent a structure must possess certain properties

[54, Chapter 8] if their success is to be guaranteed. (Finite element formulations

which do not possess all of these properties are sometimes successful. See [54,36]

). These properties are associated with rigid body motion, element conformity,

and element completeness. In general, an element must be able to undergo rigid

body motion without inducing strain within itself if it is to be satisfactory. This

requirement is clear from the well known fact that any displacement field can

be broken into two components" One component produces strain, and the other,

known as the rigid body component does not. If the rigid body component of

displacement, which is often a significant portion of the displacement, is not

accurately represented, either the total displacement field or its strain producing

components will be in error. In either case, the numerical solution will be in error.

Sufficiently good rigid body displacements are provided by standard polynomial

displacement fields when element rotations are small. When displacements, and

patticularly rotations are large, as is the case here, special formulations are

required to ensure that rigid body motion of the element does not induce internal

strain and consequently internal stress.

The set of all physically possible solution meridians forms an infinite

dimensional set Væ. Numerical solutions, however, can at most span an

n-dimensional set Vn since they must be represented by a finite quantity n of

numbers. The difference between the exact solution in Væ and the solution found

in Vn is the amount by which the numerical solution is in error. Unfortunately,

no reliable technique has yet been found to estimate maximum bounds on this

error for nonlinear problems. Indeed, even the error analysis of linear problems

[8, Chapter 2] is far from complete.

While it is very difficult to estimate the magnitude of the error associated
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with any particular discrete element representation, as compared with the exact

solution, we would hope that this error would decrease as more elements are used

and as the size of the finite elements decreases. That is, we desire the discrete

element representation to converge to the exact solution as the set Vn becomes

a larger subset of V æ. Conditions under which convergence can be assured are

only available for the linear F.E.M. Proof of convergence generally requires a

great deal of work, is not necessarily even possible using the mathematical methods

currently available, and is therefore beyond the scope of this thesis.

Fortunately, the limited but very useful convergence criteria which have

been established for linear analysis can be apptied here. Ärguments to show this

can be made in either the analytical domain or in the numerical domain. In the

analytical domain, one can appeat to the common mathematical practice of

linearizing nonlinea¡ problems. Conclusions drawn f rom the solution to the

linearized problem are argued to apply at least approximately to that region of

the nonlinear problem which is close to the linearized solution. In the numerical

domain one can argue that since the energy minimization technique used here

can be thought of as a step-wise linearizarion of the generalized finite element

problem, (as shown in Section 3.3), it is possible to take advantage of the

convergence theorems which have been established for linear finite element

analysis.

À.n assemblage of elements is said to be conforming if the position of the

meridian and its derivatives up to order p - 1 (slope, curvature, et cetera) as

measured along the meridian are continuous across boundaries between elements,

when the highest order derivative appearing in the potential energy funcrion U(Xi)

is p ,4.n alternate and practically equivalent definition 18, Section Z.If of a
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conforming representation is that the set Vn all of its members be a subset of

the set Væ of all physically possible solutions; i.e"

vnt v- (3.4)

The conformity criterion is physically reasonable. It is particularly clear from

the form of this criterion given in Equation (3.4), for example, that conic segments

are not satisfactory for representation of a shell. Sudden changes of slope in

the meridian direction do not occur physically, even under (non-dense) point loads.

Furthermore, the derivative form of the criterion is violated by this representation

as the local curvature (second derivative of position), which is used in the functional,

is not correct when the slope (first derivative) is not continuous across element

boundaries. If a membrane is being modelled, however, the functional does not

contain bending energy associated with shell curvature, and a representation by

conic segments is quite satisfactory. Furthermore, the criterion of Equation (3.4)

is satisfied, as membranes can deform physically to shapes represented by conic

segments.

A linearly independent basis 0i (X) is said to be complete if any arbitrary

function f(X) can be approximated to any desired degree of accuracy by a linear

combination of a sufficient number m of bases; i.e.

cf01(X) -f (X)ll = r, v X, rn > M (3.s)
I

m

II

where il
is a suitable norm,

(x, ,4 ,X, , .... x¡),

are constants,

is an arbitrarily small non-negative number, and

are integers.

x

ci

e

Mrtlì
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Since the class of arbitrary functions f(X) spans an infinite-dimensional space,

an infinite number of bases Qt(X) will in general be required as e+0. Any numerical

representation will have a finite number of bases (one associated with e¿ch nodal

, degree of freedom), and consequently will not be complete in the mathematical

sense unless the element size is made arbitrarily small. The finite element

representation is said to be complete for purposes of convergence if the meridian

position (slope and curvature) and those of its meridian derivatives which appear

in the functionalrtend to their exact values over an element as the element size

tends to zero. This criterion is also physically reasonable, as the solution method

works in the domain of the total potential energy functional. For the solution

to converge to the exact solution, the potential energy functional and all quantities

used in its calculation must also converge to their exact values. ^å. complete

polynomial(R =ao+a Lx+azx2+... *aOxp), of order p , forexample, iscomplete

154, Section 8.3] in this sense if p is the highest order derivative appearing in

the functional.

It has been shown by Oliviera [58] for complete polynomials and the Ritz

method, and by Oden [56] for more general interpolation functions that completeness

and conformity¡ âs defined above, are sufficient conditions for convergence of

a linear finite element representation. It has been further shown by Oden [56,

Theorem 10.6], that a sequence of finite element representations will generate

a sequence of solutions which not only converge, but which converge monotonically

to the exact solution if:

1) The element representation satisfies the completeness and conformity

conditions given above,

2) Successive representations are regular in that every node and

interelement boundary of one model is a node and interelement boundary
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respectively of the next refined model,

3) Successive representations are uniform in that the maximum distance

between any two points on any one element decreases, and

4l Any condition which can be represented at one level of refinement

can be represented at the next.

.4. practical test for convergence has been proposed by Irons [34,35] and

proved mathemaricalty by Strang [74]. See Irons [36, Cnapters 9 and, Z5l for a

discussion of the test and its implications. This so-called patch test requires that

a patch of elements containing at least one node which is completely surrounded

by elements, be loaded by specification of either edge loads or displacements

which produce a state of uniform strain. The resulting stresses, strains,

displacements and reactions must all be correct to 5 o116 digits, in order for the

element to pass this test. More complex st¡ain states can also be used.

It is worth noting that any discrete element model will, in general, be stiffer

than the structure it is modelling. The discrete element model is more severely

restrained than the body it is representing, since the model is limited to those

deformations accommodated by its shape functions. For linear problems, deflections

predicted by a discrete element analysis will be slightly smaller than their true

values. However, for nonlinear problems where the load-deflection relationship

is not monotonic, such as for a point loaded spherical cap, predicted deflections,

even at the point of load application, are sometimes too large.

3.2 ELEMENTFORMUL^ð.TION

The success of the numerical analysis of a shell is intimately related to
the representation which is used. In the previous section, the general requirements

of a local representation or element as embodied in conformioty, completeness

and rigid body properties are presented. Here, we derive a specific element and
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show that it meets these requirements. The derivation of an element, or family

of elements, can often be achieved using strictly mathematical arguments.

However, the author, like ñânlr finds it more instructive to devise an element

which embodies the essential behavior of the structure being modelled, and then

to check that it has the necessary mathematical properties.

The class of shell problems of interest here requires a discrete element

which will represent the axisymmetric membrane and bending behavior of thin

shells. It must accommodate large displacements, rotations and strains; and it

should allow efficient computation of the total shell energy. The element shown

in Figure 3.3 is designed to fulfill rhese criteria"

z I
lj +t

+l
fì¡+l

ri
zj*t

n¡

zj

nj-r

r

Figure 3.3 Element Formulation
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This element is formed by first constructing a directed line segment from

the ¡th node n¡ of the meridian to the next successive node n.¡+1. This line segment,

s , together with its normal t , provide a local rectangular cartesian coordinate

system for the element. The local coordinate system s-t is chosen over the global

coordinate system þz as the former is free to rotate: a feature which is

particularly desirable for analysis of problems such as the elastica where large

rotations occur. The parameter s is defined as a natural coordinate; and varies

from 0 at n¡ to l at n¡+1. The meridian must next be described uniquelyinterms

of coordinates s and t by the six nodal quanrities tj , zi, Oj , rj+l , zj+l and

0¡+t ' This can be accomplished by considering the components in the s and t

directions separately since the displacement in the t direction over an element

is assumed to be small, compared with its length.

Assume the strain in the s direction to be uniform. This assumption in

the standard finite element formulation would imply use of shape functions (s)

and (1-s) for the position in the s direction.Älternarively,this strain could be

defined to vary linearly from node to node. tinear variation is perhaps a more

appropriate assumption for problems such as snapthrough of a hemispherical cap

which involves considerably variable meridian strains and which could therefore

be modelled by significantly fewer slightly more complex elements. The net result

would be an equally good representation of the meridian in terms of fewer variables.

The problem of varying meridian strains was anticipated in connection with the

hemisphere problem discussed in Chapter 5. However, linear variation of meridian

strain was deemed unnecessary complication in view of the resulting mathematical

complications, and the fact that nearly uniform meridian extensions were anticipated

in all the other problems - namely the plate and cylinder - considered here.

Let transverse position t take the shape of a cubic

t(s) = as + bs2 + cs3 (3'6)
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The coefficients a, b and c are uniquely and easily determined from the node angles

y ji . The transverse meridian position t(s), slope m(s) and curvature c(s) of the ¡th
element with respect to the s-t coordinate system in terms of y¡i are

t(s) = yjr.Q,.s(1-2s + s2) n yjrljs(- s + s2 ) (s"t)

n(s) = 
t *: = yJ, (i -4s + 3s2) n yi.(-2s + 3s2) (3.8)

c(s) = :t; + = þ (-4 + 6s) + 
trr 

r-r+-6s)LJ, dsz Lj 
' 3-' 

Lj 
\ 6and (3.e)

other forms could have been assumed for t(s), but the incomplete cubic given

in Equation (3.6) is both simple and effective. Nore from Equation (3"7) rhar the

two transverse shape functions which would be associated with a standard finite

element analysis arels(l-2s + s 2) and [s(-s + s2 ). lne ctrofce of uniform strain

in the s direction and cubic transverse position provides a piecewise cubic model

of the meridian"

Evaluation of local strain energy per unit of undeformed middle surface

using Equations (2.100) and. (2.103) requires that the quantities Kl, K2, k1, k2, À¡ andÀz

be known.

o,=(l_K,À

A2

,)

Ik-*,^ (2.100)

,,,):
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l{=Cr t(Àf+^î+#-3)r

+ (tt+,i.ft.ffi.ft) g

*czt I 1 nrl ii- :).t?*
T-')

+
¡,.Zr.z

4)(ÀÎ c'.i-

* (^3 e! + +1,, ÀrA,A, + ii afl $ f Q.r03)

The intermediate quantities L, R, Õ , K1 and z in the undeformed state and
corresponding quantities r,, r,0, kr and z in the deformed state are found using
Equarions (3.2) ¡o (¡.g) an¿ Figure 3.3 to be 

I

L,9' = (tJ*r-r5)2 + (27*r-z 
7)2

f¡. t o)

R(s), r(s) = r¡(1-s) + r¡+1(s) - r(s)sino¡ r (3.1 1)

0(s) , 0(s) = o j* ran-r (n(s) ) (3"12)

Kr (S) , k, (s) = c(s) , (3.13)

and z(3), z(s) = "J (1-s) * "j*r(s) + r(s)cosc3 . (3.t 4)

Evaluation of Equarions (3.10) ro (3.14) in the undeformed and
configurations gives upper and lower case quantities, respectively.

deformed

The local
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curvatures and stretches are then found using geometric Equations Q.lL7) to (2.120)

to be

' ds-=L (3.rs)^l =F-T t

l^=I=r(s)R R(S)
(3 

" 16)

Ktrkr =
go.

= c(s) (3.17)ds

and Ke,ke =#=#Ð (3 
" 
18)

Evaluation of the strain energy Wj associated with the jth elemenr is accomplished

by Gaussian quadrature using n Gauss points G¡ and is given by

n
wJ . I- 2rR(ck) fkr"r(ck)

lc=I
(3.1e)

where f¡ are the standard Gauss weighting factors for n-points, and n(c¡) is

the radial position of the point G¡ before deformation. For two Gauss points,

as used exclusively here for calculations,

ñl= å r^r(0.2113) * | w<0.7887) (3.201

Elements are pieced together end to end with the position and rotation

of adjacent ends matched. Boundary conditions which take the form of restraints

are imposed on appropriate nodal degrees of freedom. The total strain energy
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is simply the sum of the elemental strain energies;i.e

k
F i FJ

j=1 (3.2t)

Applied loads are introduced at the nodes. In the case of distributed normal

and tangential loads Qt and q. respectively, equivalent nodal loads are easily

calculated [36, Chapter 5] using shape function matrix N by the familiar equation

[90, Equation 2.15]

1

f= I N*q ds (3.22)
0

o¡ in detail

Í.
=J

1

l-3s2+2s3 o

0 l-s
1,s(1 -2s + s2) 0

3s2 - 2s3 o

0s

s(-s * s2¡ 0

f
I

qs

t*,

t"j 
*,.

E

'aj*,

=9" I 2nt ( s) ds
0

qr

Et*j 
*, (3.23)

The meaning of the terms is clear form Figure 3.4. The terms in shape function

matrix N are approximations only and ignore coupling effects. Equation (3.23)

however, has proved quite satisfactory for the research presented herein - possibly

because it is used in conjunction with an iterative solution technique.
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Figure 3.4 Equivalent Nodal Loads

The element proposed above must now be shown to satisfy the physical

requirements discussed in Section 3.1. Recall that these requirements are associated

with rigid body motion, element conformity, and element completeness.

Consideration of Equations (3.10) to (3.14) in connection with Equations (3.i5) to

(3.18) shows that rigid body motion - which physically can only occur in the axial

or z-direction - does not change the middle surface parametersklr kz, À¡ and

À2 , and consequently does not affect the stress and strain in the element. When

the initial shell diameter is large compared with its other dimensions, radial strains

become negligible and curvatures K2 and ka become zeto. This occurs, for example,

in the relatively short cylinders discussed in Chapter 6. The shell problem is reduced

to a two-dimensional rod or elastica problem. Rigid body motion in the radial

direction and rotation about a parallel are then possible. ,A,gain, consideration

of the element formulation shows that stress and strain are not affected by these

rigid body motions, when radial strain is neglected and curvatures K2 and k 2 are

taken as zero. Considerable care was exercised in the design of the element to

ensure that unlimited rigid body motion of the three kinds noted above induced
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no strains in the element. Most element formulations are strain free only for

infinitesimat rigid body motions.

To ensure convergence of the numerical solution, position and it derivatives

(slope and curvature) up to order p - 1 as measured along the meridian must be

, continuous across element boundaries when the highest order derivative occurring

in the functional is p. From Equations (3.17) it is clear that the highest order

derivatives required for calculation of the shell energy W are the meridian

curvâtures

Kr= d0
ds

dj
ds

(3.24)

and kl= (3"25)

Hence both position and slope, (its first derivative) must be continuous across

each node. This criterion is satisfied since, as noted earlier in this section, the

model makes the displacement and slope of adjacent elements the same at each

node.Alternatively,by Equation (3.a) one can show that all numericalrepresentations

are (at least theoretically) physically possible.

Finally, it is necessary to show that the element formulation is complete.

This can be done by showing that each of the quantities K' K2, k¡, k2, À¡and¡.

approach their exact values over the element as the element size tends to zelo.

Since these quantities depend only on R,0, Kr, r,0, k1 and À¡ ii is sufficient to

show that this latter set approach their correct values. That R, 0, r, Q .and À1

approach their correct limiting values as the element size tends to zero is clear

from examination of Figure 3,3. ^A,ny doubt about meridial curvatures K¡ and

kr approaching their correct values over the element can be alleviated by

considering a short element of length l, whose curvature is k. Then by setting
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Yr =-Ye =+
kr = k and the element boundary conditions are satisfied. From Equation (3,9),

k.q, (6s-Ð +# (6s-2)c(s)
29"

c(s) = l¡

as required. It can be shown by similar considerations, that all seven quantities

above except À can in fact vary linearly over a small element. Convergence is

therefore expected [54, pp. 170-17I] to be better than for an element which has

only the minimum requirements for completeness.

As a practical verification of solution convergence, a patch of four elements

representing a plate under plane strain was made. The element passed the patch

test without difficulty, even for large strains and displacements ( À¡= ¡r= 2¡.

3"3 POTENTIITL ENERGY MINIMIZ^å,TION

As shown in the previous sections of this work, the total potential energy

U of a shell, consisting of the sum of its strain energv w and the work done on

it by external loads, can be calculated in terms of generalized coordinates X.

It has further been shown that it is convenient to define the generalized coordinates

X of an axisymmetric shell as triplets of numbers describing the radial, axial

and angular positions of discrete points, or nodes along the shell meridian. In

conjunction with methods discussed in the previous section to uniquely define

the shell contour between nodes, the shell is completely determined by the values

of the coordinates X. From considerations discussed in Section 2.4 it is known

that the shell will be in static equilibrium in that configuration which locally has

the least total potential energy. By careful formulation of the analysis, it has

been possible to give a good representation of the axisymmetric configurations
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of the shell in terms of coordinates X , and to accurately represent the total

potential energy U(X) of the shell using these coordinates. The balance of this

chapter considers various numerically tractable schemes to find coordinates X*

which at least locally minimize U(X)ran¿ thereby represent deformed configurations

of the shell which are in equilibriium under the applied load.

À host of numerical schemes156,62,73] exist for minimization of a nonlinear

scalar function

It = u(xi) = ù(x) (3.26)

of n independent variables Xi or X. These schemes can be classified as sequential

or nonsequential" Sequential techniques start from an initial test point and through

a sequence of iterations find successively better estimates of X*. ì{ost sequential

techniques take the form of a descent method in that U(X) is reduced with each

successive step" These can in turn be further classified as gradient, or search

methods. Search methods generate sets of test points at each iteration and by

discarding less suitable points generate sets of points, which are collectively

successively closer to X*. Search techniques are well suited to analysis of problems

where the hypersurface t or its lowest order derivatives are not well behaved,

or easily calculated, and to diophantine problems. Sequential descent methods

tend to converge to X* more quickly than other methods, and hence are generally

preferred when the hypersurface U(X) is everywhere continuous and at least once

differentiabie. Higher order methods converge more quickly but require regularity

of higher order derivatives, as well. Sequential descent methods are generally

preferred for analysis of solid mechanics problems, since the energy hypersurface

Ú(X) is well behaved and all of its derivatives are regular.

The value of Ú(X + D) at a point displaced D or in componenr form D¡

from X is given by the Taylor series
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,rrrltu(x+D)=u(x).#l oi+fn, â2u I

-t

a)t axk Ix
% + ...

x (3.27)

(3.28)

and describe its

or
u(x+p) = u(x)+gro+] orn o + .""

. âuwhere gi = ffi are the components of g, the gradient of U

local slope, and

a2uHjr is the Hessian of u and describes its local curvatureaxj axk

and warp.

Note that X should be thought of as a column vector.The above equation can be

used to find the value of D which minimizes ú by setting

o=ry= +gT+ DTH+... (s"zg)

or 0 =0+g +OTH +.... (3.30)

since H is symmetric. Equation (3.30) is easily solved for D, on the (physically

reasonable) assumption that lower order terms of the Taylor series predominate,

allowing only the first two terms of the equation to be retained. Then

HD = _ g

or

D = -H-tg (3.3 1 )

Figure 3.5 shows the projection of an energy surface u(x1) where i - r,z

onto the Xr - Xz plane. Contours of constant energy are shown. The rth

au (x)
âD
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displacement vector

point

Dr calculated at Xr using Equation (3.30) is shown. The

¡r*1 =Xr + Dr (3.32)

, 
physically corresponds to the minimum or vertex of that paraboloid p shown

in the figure, which has the same slope and curvature as the surface U at, Xr
This observation applies similarly to n_hypersurfaces ù and corresponding

n-paraboloids. It is also clear from the figure, that it may be advantageous to
move a greater or lesser distance than I n r I in the direction indicated by D I
Hence we have

¡r+1 xr + oDr (3.33)

U(X)=CONSTANT

D

x2

xt

xl

¡[cD

Figure 3.5 Projection of Energy Surface
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where o is chosen by numerical sampling along the direction of Dr or so-called

line search for each iterarion to minimiz. [ 1¡r+1¡. This procedure is numerically

efficient as evaluation of U(Xr +gOr ) is much less costly in computer time than

evaluation of g and H.

Consider Equation (3.3t) at X = Xf. The gradient g associated with the

slope of the energy surface Ú at Xr has units of "force" and represents the

imbalanced forces at each of the nodes. The second order tensor H has units

of "force/length" and gives the (tangential) stiffness of the structure when it
is in the configuration represented by Xr. The incremental step Dr can be thought

of as the displacement produced by imbalanced forces g acting on a structure

of unchanging stiffness H. In the language of the finite element method, we

have

f - Kx

f (3.34)

cf. Dr =-H-r g (3.31)

v¡here X is the incremental displacement,

f is the imbalanced force applied to the structure, and

K is its stiffness.

For a linear problem, the stiffness H (o¡ K) is constant and the change in position

Dt(or displacement x ) is found immediately from Equation (3.31) or Equation

(3.34) by methods of linear algebra. For a linearized problemrthe energy surface

is a paraboloid and the equations solved by a linear finite element analysis and

the equations solved by the method presented here are identical. Hence, as claimed

earlier in this chapter, mathematical arguments regarding such things as

K-lxor
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convergence derived for linearized finite element analysis are applicable here.

When strains or displacements are large, the structure stiffness changes with

X, i.e. H = H(X), and Equations (3.31) and (3.34) can no longer be solved directly.

The potential of actual or equivalent nodal loads f is

S = -rT x ß.36)

where f is the load matrix given by Equation (3.22), and

X is the generalized displacement vector taken as O when the body

is in its rest or unloaded state.

The total system energy Ú is ttre sum of the strain energy W . in the shell

and S the work done by external forces.

(3.37)

.A.pplication of external loads f can be thought of as addition of a sloped hyperplane

to the energy surface W or roughly, as tilting it. By increasing the nodal loads

incrementally, a load-deflection relationship is produced. Not only is an incremental

procedure more efficient than applying the loads needed to plot a nonlinear

load-deflection curve in random order, but in the case of shells with multiple

equilibrium states, it provides control over which equilibrium state is found.

A similar procedure, known as incremental loading, is often followed in

nonlinear finite element analysis. Loads are applied in not necessa¡ily equal

increments fr over the load range of interest. Incremental displacements Xr

associated with the incremental load are calculated using an up-dated stiffness

matrix Kr and the equation

-1ôxr - (Kr)-r ôfÎ (3.38)

S+wU
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Errors are cumulative 157, p.288;59, p.199] with each step of this processrsinceô

f is the incremental load only, and does not include imbalanced forces caused

by errors produced in previous iterations by such factors as possible variation

of K within each previous step.

Since the total error increases with step size, hundreds of steps 133,p.L791

may be required to keep errors within acceptable bounds. As an alternative,

correcting procedures using a basic or modified Newton-Raphson method

[56,pp.288-289] may be incorporated in the scheme. In constrast, the method

presented here is self correcting and typically requires 10 to 20 iterations to solve

for the meridian configuration associated with a large load, and may require as

few as two or three iterations per step when moderate incremental loads are used.

For a discussion of other numerical techniques commonly used'in structural

mechanics, see oden [56] (Newton-Raphson methods) and Rektorys i67] (variational

methods, including the Ritz and Galerkin methods).



CHÄPTER 4

UNIFORMLY LOADED CIRCULÄ,R PLIITE

4.T INTRODUCTION

The following three chapters consider specific axisymmetric shell problems

for which solutions exist over at ieast a limited load range. This chapter deals

with the simplest axisymmetric shell - the circular plate. In particular, the behavior

of clamped and simply supported plates with radial edge restraints are considered

under uniform transverse loads.

The second section of this chapter presents the derivation of the so-called

von Karman equations, paying special attention to the implications of the

assumptions used. These two coupled fourth order differential equations are based

on a simplified, but still nonlinear form of the strain-displacement relationships.

Unlike the so-called linear equations which result from use of a linear

strain-displacement relationship, and which are valid only for deflections small

compared with the plate thickness, the von Karman equations accurately describe

the plate until deflections are of the order of the plate thickness. The linear

equations and the equations governing a membrane are shown to be special cases

of the von Karman equations. Since this derivation illustrates the essential features

of large deflection analyses, similar derivations will not be done for the shells

discussed in subsequent chapters. The third section considers a number of analytical

solutions - many of which begin rvith the von Karman equations, or their equivalent.

These solutions include the linear solution of Lagrange; the nonlinear plate solutions

of Nadai [51], Timoshenko U7f, Way [87], Berger [7], and Goldbetg 1251; and the

membrane solution of Hencky 1301.

The final section will compare in some detail, the anaiytical solutions of

þ.
rlr$l:.ì::ì::

80
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Lagrange, Way, Berger, Hencky, and the author's numerical solutions. Stresses

and deflections produced over a load range of 5 magnitudes will be considered

as will stress and deflection profiles at selected loads.

Consider a circular plate of radius a and thickness h such as that shown

in Figure 4.1, subjected to a transverse load q(r). Assume the material behavior

hL

Figure 4.1 Transversely Loaded Plate

to be adequately described by two quantities E , Young's modulus and v, Poisson's

ratio. It would be equally reasonable to choose any number of material

parameters, such as Cl and C2 associated with a Mooney-Riviin constitutive

equation, but E and v are more useful for the comparisons which follow.

If the load q(r) is uniform, rhen the plate is completely specified by its boundary

conditions and five quantities: a, h, E, V and q. From principles of dimensional

similitude [25], it is known that h and E can be chosen arbitrarily as units of

length and pressure, respectively, and that the plate is sufficiently specified by

only three independent dimensionless quantities, or parameters. While many

different mathematically equivalent triplets of parameters can be chosen, the

geometric parameter alh, material parameter V, and load parameter qa4/Dh

suggested by the Lagrange solutions and a general knowledge of the problem are
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perhaps the most useful. The dimensionless deflection w/h can then be written

in terms of these parameters using a general function ; i'e'

lao\n 'u ' ,i)=oqa
Dh

Dimensionless stresses and radial deflections, of a form which are shown in

Equations Ø.52) are uniquely determined by the three parameters' a/h, v and

qaa/orr. ^A.nalysis and presentation of results is simplified considerably by reduction

of the problem to dependence on these three quantities. Dimensional values of

deflection and stress, should they be required, are easily obtained from their

dimensionless counterparts.

4.2 GOVERNTNG EQUATIONS

We wish to consider the deformation of uniformly loaded plates with clamped

and simply supported boundary conditions. In both cases, the edge is also restrained

radially. Radial restrain does not affect the linear solutions, but has a significant

effect 179, p4021 on the nonlinear solutions. For the simply supported plate, the

axial and radial deflections w and u respectively, at its outer edge r = a

ale zero

rl = ,tl = o
lr=a lr=a

as is its radial moment M

M-l = 0- lr=a

For the clamped plate axial and radial deflections w and u are again zero

wl = ul
l=2 lÊãl--* l- *

but in this case the edge rotation is set to zeto by making
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| =0l-.

For the sake of completeness, the linear Lagrange equation for the

infinitesimal deflection of a transversely loaded plate is presented. Solutions of

this equation for uniformly loaded clamped and simply supported plates are included.

The so-called von Karman equations governing the nonlinear axisymmetric

deflection of circular plates are then derived. They are then compared with the

linear equations to identify and provide an understanding of the additional terms

in the nonlinear equations. The von Karman equations for non-axisymmetric

deformations are also given in polar and rectangular cartesian coordinate forms.

When a plate is subjected to transverse loading q(r) and its deflections are

small compared with the plate thickness, its transverse deflection w(r) is given

by the Lagrange equation

dw
dr

vaw = (#.+*) (#
where D is the flexural rigidity of the plate

Eh3D=
12(1 -v2)

where E is Young's modulus and

v is Poisson's ratio for the Plate

The derivation of this equation is shown in

is a special case of the nonlinear equations

No membrane strains or displacements are

(4,1)

G.2.)

material.

most strength of materials texts and

derived subsequently in this section.

predicted as a result of transverse

r dw\ q
L--l=¿'rdrl D

given by

ioading.

The transverse deflection w, and bending stresses ob for a uniformly loaded

clamped plate are:
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rí = #,Ë
)

-za+r)
d

r2
-+e-

t2---;)
d

(4.3)

(4 "41

(4.s)

point from the deformed

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

.rb - '3qa2z ,r""r 4h3 
L\J

-12+ v) 1-- r-vl

where z= l-hlL,hlzl is the transverse position of a generic

middle surface"

For a uniformly loaded simply supported plate, solution of Equation (4.1)

glves

and

and

oos= #r(r+tr;-r-vl

q"u .r4 ^ (3 +v)ü7 = A5t"_-2ffi 15 +v)
(1 +v) I

bot 39.a2 z

4h3
(3 +v) (1

o!= #[3+v-(r+¡rtÉl
The linear solutions result from using the most elementary strain-displacement

relations and are valid only when strains are very small, and when deflections

are small compared with the plate thickness. Here we use a second order

strain-displacement relation" The resulting equations a¡e valid for small strains

and for deflections as large as the plate thickness. Timoshenko 179,p. 48] shows

that the range over which a solution is valid is governed by the ratio of maximum

deflection to plate thickness. This criterion is more stringent than the maximum

slope criterion which governs beams, and which might be expected to apply here

as well.

Consider the class of axisymmetric plates for which the following assumptions
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are valid:

1. The plate is thin, h ( ( a.

2,. The Kirchoff hypothesis holds; i.e., fibers normal to the undeformed

middle surface remain normal to it after deformation and do not

4.

5"

6.

since by assumptions

dw/dr is assumed to

change length.

The transverse deflection w is small

a and does not exceed the orde¡ of the

The slope is everywhere small.

Radial strains are infinitesimal.

Hooke's Law holds.

compared with the outer radius

plate thickness.

(4.e)

3.

These assumptions are the same as those made in the linea¡ analysis, except that

the linear analysis does not allow the radial strains implicitly permitted by

assumption (5) here, and the transverse deflection (3) is assumed small compared

with the plate thickness. Consider the axisymmetric deformation of an

axisymmetric plate of uniform thickness h. Let its transverse and radial

deflections be given by w(r) and u(r), respectively. The radial strain e , of the

middle surface as shown in Figure 4.2 is

duI
=-J_dr2 (#)' +!dt

2dr

(s)

be

and (4), respectively du/dr

small. See Donnell [17] for

(a.9a)

(4.10)

assumed infinitesimai and

alternate derivation. The

dul
-L-
dr'2 (#)'

IS

an
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only difference between the derivation of the Lagrange or linear equations and

the von Karman or nonlinear derivation is that e, is taken simply as du/dr in

the linear derivation, resulting in significantly simplified mathematics throughout

and simplified linear final equations.

@dt
dr

Figure 4"2 Radial Strain

Note that the equation

(a.10a)

commonly published L79,651 for Equation (4.9a) is incorrect. The error is iikely

due to evaluation of Equation (4.9) using a Maclaurin series ro. y'lE and not

including the second order term - (du/dr) 2 ¡2 which occurs in the third term of

the Maclaurin series. The erroneous series agrees with the Green strain tensor

given in Equation (2.39), but which as noted in Section 7.2 is not a measure of

stretch and is therefore not suitable for use here. Since the erroneous Equation

(a.10a) is invariably simplified to Equation (4.10) on the grounds that (#i is

much smaller than /dw\2
(a-J , the error does not affect the final results-

The transverse strain e, is simply

^ u*r - u-Ur-r
(4. 1 1)

The strain a distance

hypothesis (2):

z above the middle surface is using the Kirchoff

duÊ=--z"r dr

E,= $|+å(åi)' . å (åî)'

d2w 1

-¿-
d,rz ' 2

1¡ ç iuì ar\ dr./

(#,)' G.LZ)
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and

Let Kirchoff stresses S be denoted as shown in Figure 4.3. Normal stresses

are denoted by one subscript and shear stresses by two. By assumption (1) the

plate is thin and hence transverse stress S" and can be taken as zero. Further,

deformation produced by shear stress is neglected. The transverse strain € 
=

produced by non-zero normal stresses Sr and S, is small and is neglected. Its

inclusion in the analysis would, in a strict sense, be incompatible with fiber

inextensibility assumed in (2). With these obse¡vations and assumption (6) that

Hooke's Law applies, stress and strain can be related by

^ E .duÞ¡ = 4 tar* c#r' +

^ u zdw¿A=- Ì rdr

duV--*clr

- Eh3

t2 (t-v2 )

cl t"r -v ^ldr'

(4.13)

(4.r4)

(4.16)

(4.r7)

(4. 18)

1
2

V
2ti*

*|f,iruv--
T

.2.owz\-:-
dr'

and

Bending resultants Mi and normal

assumption of normal fibre inextensibility

Ni are calculated using the

S^ = -i--s 1-v' <ilr' - ,(f;

resultants

to be

u 4l 1 (a.ls)
dr-

dw
=_ *dr

uduV
-+V-:-*-=rdr2

h/z
*r=,[

-h/2

-d2w u dw-t-I__t

'd.t2'r drr

,1dwt;a'+

-h/2IEhr I S.dz = +lr - I_V-
-h/2

Eh

-t

^t1-v"
Sg dz

h/2r
= | S-zdz=t-

-h/2

du.:_ *dr
1 -dw.2
Z(dr) +v Ir

(#)'

Mr - Eh3

12 (r -v2)

h/2
otÊ= I sgzð.2

-h/2

(4.te)
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The shear resultant is defined as

Qr= Sr" dz (4.20)

^A,t this point a relationship between stress resultants and displacement in

the undeformed or Lagrangian coordinate system has been established using

strain-displacement relationships and Hooke's Law. Since dw/dr , du/dr and u/r

are small compared with unity, stresses and resultants which are given in terms

of the undeformed plate are to a first approximation [23, p. 4661, equal to their

corresponding quantities in the deformed or Eulerian coordinates. They can

therefore be used in the ensuing equations which are derived in the deformed

state, from equilibrium considerations. These equilibrium considerations establish

additional relationships between stress resultants and displacement.

Consider the volumetric element shown in Figure 4.3. It will be in radial

equilibrium when

fn''
-hl2

ds-
(Sr + ãi ¿r) (r + dr)dO dz - S¡ r d0 dz * (Sr, *

- Srz r d0 dr - 2Se $9 ar dz i ñ.r dr d0 dz = 0

dz)r d0 dr

(4.2r)

(4.22)dst
=-*dr

Sr -se
+r

ds-o
+ f R = 0dz

where R is the radial volumetric body force. ^A,xial equilibrium requires

dSr dw Sr dw!--

drdr'rdr
d2, dSrz dSrz dw dS=, Sg+srãiZ dr * a, æ* ¿, * r +z=o Ø.zs)

where Z is the axial volumetric body force.

Inregration of Equations Ø.22) ana (4.23) wittr respect to dz from -hlZ

tohlZ followed by substitution of Equations (4.16), (4.17) and (4.20) yietds
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Figure 4.3 Volumetric Element Under Stress

dN-
-:+dr

rh/2fr=f
t-n/z

N- -Na
r fr=o (4.24)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

(4.27)

surface due to body

with respect to z

and

where

and

are the total

and traction

dz followed

dNrd* dQtdt Qr, Ê -^dr dt-dr dr- r'TL7-v

th/2
I

R dz * Srrl_¡¡2

.h/2 - lh/zf==l Zdz*5" 
It-n/2 '-h/2

radial and axial forces per unit area of middle

forces. Integration of (4.22) from -h/2 to hlL

by substitution of Equations (4.19) to (4.2L) yields

dl"f-:-*dr

s-+ Psz¿z-êz

ti

l-ä'--

M- -MôI v-o-+m-=o
r'r!

(4.281
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where

m
T = ln""

-h/2
= - rh/z ds.-- .h/2na"+J. .-"#dz*Q'= I z

-n/2 :n/z

dNr N, -N0
=-T--Udrr

dQ- a-+=:+'*q=0clrr

,h/2
I(z Srr) 
|!n/z

ø.ze)

(4.30)

(4.31)

Rdz*

is the total applied moment per unit area of middle surface.

In the absence of radial surface tractions and body forces, Equations (4.24),

(4.25) and (4.28) reduce to

dNt

dr
dr,r - 

Nr dr - *, ð2*
dr'rdr'"tdr,

.+#) = o

ld
rdr

1*F

and (4.321

where the replacement e = f z has been made in favor of common notation.

Further simplif ication requires combination of Equations (4.16) ro Ø.20)

governing the geometric and material behavior, with equilibrium Equations (4.2,91

to (4.32). Elimination of 0 from Equation (4.31) using (4.32) and rearranging,

we have

d'M,
D( -tdr-

dMt

dr

d3w I d2w

dr' - 71-¡,

dNt dr Nr dw d2w+ a= dt + T dr + Nr ãiã Ø-33)

Substitution of Equations (4.18) and (+.tg) in (a.3) to eliminate M, and M6 gives

D(# dw\
dt) = q

2+-r fr¡¡-P)-or

Assume the existence of a stress potention function S defined such that

(4.34)
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"rrdr

91

(4.3s)

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.3e)

by two suitable

(4.38) yietds the

Equation (4.34) can

N^=
U

then be written as

N. - vN6 - $; fr(Ne - vNr)l

Differentiation of this equation with respect

substitutions of equilibrium Equation (4.30) and

equation

dtE
dr2

+1¿'ô9*1god".'tdrtdr rdr¿rzr

Consider the quantity

(å.+åt) (*'**u)

Substitution of (4.35) and (4.36) into this expression yields an equation

(#.i*) (*'* *,) = v4o

vaw = *,0

(4.38)

which is similar to the plane stress compatibility equations. Elimination of u

from stress resultant Equations (4.161and (4.17) gives

Eh
E-

2 (r

I

pa

.lowed

n with

to

com

tr¡ì2
F/

fol

risor

dw
dr

-L Eh d2w dwvo=---;--'rdr'or
(4.40)

See Donnell [17] for an alternate derivation.

Together Equations (4.37) and (4.40) are known as the axisymmetric

von Karman equations. These fourth order coupled nonlinear equations desc¡ibe

the nonlinear response of a transversely loaded thin plate. They are a special
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for the nonlinear deflectioncase of the non-axisymmetric

of a transversely loaded plate.

Vaw =
I dtq
T drz

I dt*
t drz

and

I
r

.tt-'r

.It;

I to *
d2w dw, 2 ,ð'2w

Jrr*¿rt-7t¿t¿0
d'o - 4ô-, r

de2'dr"

dw.,d2ö
dÊr 

(dt-o - I d0,
; do/

vaó = Eh t1 (9" 
=' Y tr2 tdr d0

dw.2
da/

a2O ã2w
âx ây âx ây

â2w â2w -_l

^z ^2Jdx dy

(L'rIr
a

o.v7

dt'- #.åî,,

Ø.41)

(4.42)

Ø.43\

(4.441

which are more commonly given in rectangular form [e+'Ze1

Vaw
1_=o[q - -4.10- à', - ,' àY2 ðx2

Eh t(À21/-)2dx dy-

Aö â2w ,*ãFrl'

and Vuo =

The first and second equations in each of these pairs are known respectively as

the equilibrium and compatibility equations.

The meaning of these equations is best explained by comparison with the

linear plate equations. When the transverse deflection w and its first derivatives

are assumed to be very small, second order terms can be neglected in strain

expressions, such as Equation (4.10). The resulting deflection equations for linear

materials are the well known linear equations

Vaw (4.4s)

and

vuo = o (4.461

The first of these equations is a statement of equilibrium in the transverse direction.

The D !\ w term expresses the net transverse force on a small element of the

o
=J

D
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plate which ¡esults from shear along its perimeter and which is induced by bending

of the plate into the configuration w. For equilibrium this must balance the applied

load q . The second equation is a condition for compatibility of the stress field

in a plate which is in a state of plane stress, in terms of its ^A,iry stress function

o.

The von Karman equilibrium equation (4.37) contains two terms on its right

hand side, which are not present in the linear equations. These terms are associated

with geometrically nonlinea¡ effects. The second nonlinear term in Equation

(4.37) is by comparison with Equation (4.35) a product of the radial stress resultant

N, which acts in the plane of the plate and the radial curvature k, = dzwld'rz

. The axial component Nr dw/d¡ of N, will change with radius by an amount

Nr dr (dw/dr) or by Nr d.2wld.rz . Hence, the second term is the net axial

contribution per unit area from the in plate stress resultant Nr. Similarly, the

first nonlinear term in Equation (4.37') is the product of the local curvature k r

= Ilr dw/dr in the hoop direction and the hoop stress resultant N6, and represents

the net axial force contribution per unit area induced by in-plane stress resultant

N e. The non-axisymmetric equilibrium Equations (4.41) and (4.431 contain terms

equivalent to these, as well as terms containing a factor of two, which describe

the transverse force produced by interaction of the shear resultant with the warp,

or twist of the surface.

The compatibility Equation (4.40) contains a single nonlinear term which

can be interpreted as minus Eh times the product of k¡ = llt dw/dr and

k e= d zwlAt 2. This is a special case of the Gauss curvature, which is the right

hand side of the non-axisymmetric compatibility Equations (4.42) and (4.44). The

compatibility equation is associated with stretching of the middle surface. It is

not surprising then, that its nonlinear component is Gaussian curvature, which

is a measure of in-plane stretching induced by the deformed plate not being
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applicable to the undeformed plate.

.4. common alternate approach is mentioned here as several of the analytical

solutions which will be considered make use of it. Equilibrium equation (4.34)

can be written as

O-=-Dldtt*1d2w- 1
'dr3 r dr2 12

in which case we have from Equations (4.30) and

and

and

where

r#l':

ø.47)

(4.48)

(4.4e)

(4.s0)

(4.s 1)

d"=-
dr2

dtr=_1d"
dr3 T drz

V4f{ = Q

o4:

dw.
dr)--Nr

(4.47) r.hat:

l-v ,dw.2 dw d2w
2r (dr'j - dr dr,

-duL¡;+v

dw
dr

These equations are mathematically equivalent to the von-Karman equations,

even though their form is quite different.

The various analytical solutions to the large axisymmetric deflection of

uniformly loaded plates begin with the axisymmetric von Karman equations, or

their equivalent. For the case of a uniform load, these equations can be written

in the dimensionless form

ldu u
- -:-rdr ,2

1dÕ+--
RdR

u1
-t;fz

. 1 L2dw+-+--:-
12 h2 dr

dI^I1dfu

rwR = :-"1^I
a' h

d2I,tr I d2o dI^I

- 

..t_

dR2 R ¿¡z dR

t2(1-v2) R dR2 dR

*,a
L

_ qa'
-Dh ' ,andu = Ë 

(4.s2)

Equations (4.52) provide the appropriate forms for the dimensionless deflections

and stresses.
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Equations (4.50) to (4.52) show that the von Karman representation of

nonlinear plate behavior is dependent only on the loading parameter q.n¡Otr. It

is completely independent of alh and depends on v only as it enters through the

boundary conditions. Independence of the analytical solution from the parameter

a/n is due to simplification of radial strain Equations (4.9) to (4.10) and the assumed

equivalence of quantities defined in Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates, such

as occurs between stress resultant Equations (4.161 to (4.20), and equilibrium

Equations (4.24), (4.25) and Ø.28). When a/h is large, Equation (4.10) does not

represent the radial strain well. Älso, when a/h is large, meridian rotation is

significant and quantities defined in different coordinate systems cannot be equated.

The extent of these errors is illustrated at the end of Section 4.4.

4.3 A,N^å,LYTIC^ð,L SOLUTIONS

The infinitesimal transverse deflection w(r) of a plate subjected to a

transverse load q(r) was found by Lagrange in 1811 to be

-4qvrr = I
(4.s3)

This linear solution considers first order effects only, and consequently is only

applicable if w-.* < < h. Membrane stresses and radial deflection are neglected.

Nearly a hundred years later, T. von Karman [84] presented, without proof,

the differential Equations (4.43) and (4.44) derived in the previous section governing

the nonlinear transverse and in-plane displacements of a thin plate. His equations

include certain second order strain effects, the inclusion of which results in a

pair of coupled nonlinea¡ governing differential equations. The mathematical

coupling of the equations represents a coupling of the radial and transverse

displacements. The load-deflection relation,like the equations, is no longer linear.

Because of the mathematical difficulties posed by the nonlinear nature of the
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differential equations, and the further complication of their being coupled, closed

form solutions do not exist even for simple axisymmetric problems. .Ettempts

to solve the von Karman equations, or their equivalent, for uniform loads rely

on simplification of the equations, or on finding suitable values for coefficients

governing an assumed form of solution.

In 1915 H. Hencky [:O] presented a solution for the deflection of a circular

membrane. He used the von Karman compatibility equation and derived a new

equation

dw -or
-=+dr 2hSr

for axial equilibrium. The von Karman equilibrium equation (4.37)

to Hencky's equation when we neglect the plate bending term Vh .

Because of the assumed form of Hencky's solution,

(4.54',)

simplifies

t'=i

I
4

5
Û

(uo* ,rirJ' * B4(54 +

(ro* ,urrÞ' * sBu(rJo

)

.")

?l¡\
+ Ah(? + " "/ (4.ss)

the shape of his membrane stress and transverse deflection profiles are determined

by a single constant Be, which determines all other constants ^4.i and Bi through

the governing differential equations and the magnitude of the profiles vary

uniformly with load. Stresses increase by the 2/3 power of load and transverse

deflection by its 1/3 power. Consequently, the center and edge membrane stresses

take the form

, =^ ?Æ (j,,r,t1... ril'le" + a2(å)2

olrol = o çff)''' (4.s6)
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\.7(o) = , n(Ëf;)t"

Hencky's solution can be rewritten to yield

deflections which for v = 0.5 are

m
o, (0) a'h = 0.959 Qt"D

ol (") r'rt
D

= o .7g7 q2/ 3

and the corresponding center deflection is

- 2-2 rl?
ofc"l="(ßn, )

Lt 3

0.286 Q

4_qa
Dh

(4.s7)

(4.s8)

dimensionless stresses and center

(4.se)

(4.60)

(+.at'l

(4.62)

w(0) 
=

h

The frequency quoted results of Hencky for v = 0.3 are in error by about 20lo

as a result of an arithmetic error in substituting v = 0.3 into Hencky's Equation

(tta). Hencky erroneously calculates Bo to be 1.713 with resulting constants d =

0.423, e = 0.328 and f = 0.662. The author calculates Bo to be 1.724 wirh d

0.431, e = 0.333 and f = 0.654 forv= 0.3. Forv= 0.5, we have Bo = 1.845,

= 0.461, e = 0.378 and f = 0.595. See also Table 4.1at the end of this section.

The first plate solution incorporating both bending and membrane effects

was published by K. Federhofe¡ [19] in 1918. He assumed the membrane stresses

to be either constant or parabolic and then solved for the corresponding

displacements.

4.. Nadai discusses the large deflection of plates in his book "Die Elastische

Platten" [51], published in 1925. He proposes a solution to the equarions

where load factor Q is given by a

?
ov7

-+
,3or

dw
dr

1
2

-.21 O \¡7 I Ow _ Cf

'd'z-7d' 
= n

12+-
h2

cåi * -dw.2 u.(-:-) +v-) @.63')'dr' r'
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I
clu
clr

ldu_ u
rdr ,2

dw
=dr

= _ dw d2w _ 1-v ,drr,dr Urz 2r 'dr'
(4.64)

" rå cå1" I

Substitution of this form of dw/dr in Equation (a.63)

for u. Substitution of these first approximations for

which are equivalent to Equations (4.48) and (4,49) derived earlier. For a uniformly

loaded plate with a clamped edge he assumes the form of dw/dr to be

(4.6s)

gives a first approximation

dw/dr and u in Equation

(4.64) provides a relationship between c,D and q The parameters c and n

are then chosen to make q as nearly constant as possible. Cubic relations between

load parameter and center deflection such as

Wo W^3 
- oa4h + o. s83 ( n ) = o. 0156 ;il Ø.66\

for v = 0.25 result. For large deflections wo/h is small compared to (wo/h)3 and

the above cubic relationship may be approximated by

wo = 0.29e ,#rt" (4.67)

Timoshenko 177) suggested an energy approach to find the solution of the

uniformly loaded plate with a simply supported radially restrained edge. He

assumed that the large transverse displacements were of the same shape as those

produced by plate bending, i.e.

v¡ = wo(l -

Figure 4.14 demonstrates the high accuracy

the radial displacement to be of the form

u = r(a -r)(cr * crr) Ø-69)

and chose C1 and C2 to minimize the total strain energy. The resulting

load-displacement relationship for v = 0.3 is

Lo ) (4.68)
a-

of this assumption. He then assumed
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tro qa4=-h 64Dh
(4.70)

(4.7 r)

deflection of circular Plates

was proposed bY S. WaY [S7l

membrane stress ST

dw/dr which he calls Q , in

with radial disPlacement).

(4.7 4)

STO (4.7 s)

(4.7 6)

!tz
I +o .488 (+)

which for large wo/h can be approximated by

i = o.3ra ,5;:, "'

Än important and very versatile solution to the

under uniform loads and various boundary conditions

in 1934. Way assumed series for a dimensionless radial

andtheradialderivativeoftransversedisplacement

terms of a radial parameter u = r/h (not to be confused

sT = Bo + 82 ''t2 
* Bu t'u + "" (4.72)

Q= # = 'Æ-(cr+c'u3+c5us+""') (4.73\

His series are very similar to Hencky's. All of Way's basic equations' such as those

relating strain and displacement, agree exactly with those used to derive the von

Karman equations. Way's Equation (12) is the von Karman equilibrium equation'

The only difficulty in way's solution is to determine the constants Bi and c¡ in

Equations Ø.72) and (4.73) above. once the values of Bo and c1 are chosen' all

other constants Bi and c¡ are uniquely determined by the fundamental equations

d
ãu

d (u0) )

(us}) - sä =

12(l-v2) du
u= q z+

.rdtu du

.+ = odu -?-
clu

(sn + sl)rv

and
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The resulting relationships between the constants Bi and Ci arerJ

^ _ lu3 - z
(1-v2) Boct (4.77)

c*ck_*,k= 2r4,6, .e . (4.78)

q_:*
zlB

Bk= k(k+2)
k-1
I

m=Ir315r...

^ - t2 (t-v2) k-3
ck = 

Ë-*=o,2l,q,... 
B*ck-2-rn, k = 5,7,g""' (4'79)

The constants Bo and C1 are chosen to satisfy the boundary conditions.

Their values can be found readily using modern numerical techniques thereby

eliminating the graphical method presented by Way. These constants are linearly

related to the membrane strain and curvature at the center of the plate.

Timoshenko 179, p. 398)l points out that Equations (4.48) and (4.49) can be

integrated numerically if the membrane strain and curvature at the center of

the plate are assumed. He points out however, that this direct integration approach

is not recommended. Way shows in an appendix, that his solution is completely

governed by the boundary conditions and the two parameters qa4/Oh and. v.

Another important solution to the plate problem was presented by H.M.

Berger [7] in L955. Both rectangular and circular plates are analysed. Starting

from the same basic relationships as von Karman, he proposed an energy formulation

in which the first variation of the second strain invariant is neglected. Neglect

of the second strain invariant is based on examination of Way's results and has

no apparent physical justification. Berger derives new governing differential

equations
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åi.ï.å(#)'=

,1dw-;d.-i å')

u_-=
t2

sh2
72

__ú_
4Du2

(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

and

(#.

dt,, l du

drz r dr

(# o'") -s.
D

+#(#) '

containing a normalized constant of integratiotr o , using this simplification. His

equations are still nonlinear, but more importantly, they are decoupled. For a

particular value of the constant of integration 0, the second equation which is

linear in u can be solved for w and then the first which is linear in n can

be solved for u. The resulting displacements are not sufficiently accurate to

calculate stresses. A, more accurate description of the radial displacement u

is required for this purpose and is given by

- (1-v) / o'\' -dr \at/

which is derived from energy considerations, including the effect of the second

strain invariant. This equation will be recognized as the standard equation of

radial equilibrium. By using this approach, the deformations and stresses can

be written in closed form in terms of Bessel functions of the first kind. For

example:

$7 A Io lclr) + B

The equations contain three arbitrary constants A, B and q, which can be chosen

to satisfy any reasonable boundary conditions, including slope, force resultants,

moments, and/or specif ied radial deflection. The author has identified two
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typographical errors in Berger's paper. The 'g' in Berger's Equation (a8) should.

be a 'q', and the '+' in the demoninator of Berger's Equation (28) should be a '-'

- it will then agree with his Equation (29).

Dimensional analysis shows that Berger's solution, like Way's and Hencky's

is completely governed by the boundary conditions and parameters Q and v.

Än interesting solution to the plate problem is given by M. Goldberg [25],

1962. He provides an argument for neglecting the Gaussian curvature in the von

Karman compatibility Equation (4.40). He is thus able to decouple the system

of equations. Ä closed form solution in terms of Bessel functions, similar to

Berger's, is thus obtained"

Table 4.1 shows the limiting values of deflection and stress for large loads

as found by various analytical solutions and the authors numerical solution. The

various solutions are in generally good agreement and show the effect of Poisson's

ratio v .

4.4 NUMERICÄL SOLUTIONS Ä,ND DISCUSSION

This section compares various solutions for uniformly ioaded circular plates.

Both clamped and radially restrained simply supported boundary conditions solutions

are considered. The linear solutions, the classical solutions of Way lgZ] and Berger

[7], the membrane solution of Hencky [30], and the numerical solutions developed

herein are compared over their respective domains. Center stresses and deflection

and edge stresses over a load range of five magnitudes are discussed, as are stress

and deflection profiles at selected loads. Extensive comparisons with the plate,

for which nonlinear analytical solutions are known serve also to verify the accuracy

of the author's numerical techniques and solutions.

The analytical solutions depend on 0 and v as the dimensionless forms

of the governing equations given in Section 4.2 showed they should. Computer
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Table 4"1 Limiting Values of Deflection and Stress for Large Loads

Solution
w

Ql/3 ¡
ol(o)" tt

çzl3 D

fïì¡ ro¡ \a/ a n

Azl3 D

Nadai [51] 0.25 0.299

sencky [30]

Hencky (corrected)

Timoshenko l77l

wav [az]

Berger [7]

Goldberg [25]

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.298

0.295

0.318

0

0

275

318

0

0

0

I

938

956

796

060

0.728

0.739

0.590

0.788

Hencky

Goldberg

Brodland (simply supp.)

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.286

0.284

0.286

0.959

0.951

0.787

0.787
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programs were written to calculate the solutions of Hencky, Way and Berger.

The programs for each method were verified by solving the particular problems

discussed by their respective authors. They were then modified to solve the specific

problems of interest in this chapter"

It can be shown that the finite element solution depends not only on 0 and v

, but also on n, the number of elements usedrand on the relative plate thickness

hla. The finite element solutions shown are for a plate with \) = 0.5, relative

thickness hla = l/400, and having n = 8 elements, unless noted otherwise.

To quantify the effect of the number of elements used, analyses using four

element models were done. For both boundary conditions, membrane stresses

and transverse deflections are within 30lo of the eight element models over the

entire loading range 1 < Q s 100000. For Q S 300 rhe radial deflections of clamped

and simply supported plates are within l0o/o and 1 o/0, respectively, of their

corresponding eight element solutions. Four elements are insufficient to properly

accommodate the bipolar radial deflection of the clamped plate. The bending

stresses predicted by the four element model are 3olo high for clamped plates and

Q S i0000 and 150/o high for simply supported plates and Q -< 3OO. Only alternate

model values of the eight element model are plotted on the stress and displacement

profiles. The effect of the ratio h/a is discussed in some detail at the end of the

chapter.

.A' Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function is used. The constants Ci and C2

of the strain energy function can be chosen to match Hooke's Law and either

constancy of the sum of strains or constancy of the product of stretches, as pointed

out in Chaper 3. As expected, the choice of one criterion over the other affects

the results very slightly. The maximum difference in stresses and deflections

for 1 > Q > 100000 was less than å0l0, and hence for practical purposes the two

solutions are indistinguishable. choice of c1 to c7 to make the material response
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significantly nonlinear affects the deflections and stresses considerably, as would

be expected.

Consider first, radially restrained simply supported plate. Figure 4.4 shows

its normalized center deflection wr¡¿¡/h as a function of load factor Q = qa4lOn.

Figure (4.5) strows dimensionless membrane stress omazhlD and bending stress

ba¿nlO. Since center and edge stresses are governed by

4=o|{o) ={col

= of <ol

= olt"l

= ol (o)

o[c'l

ofr'l = o

(4.84)

o! = ofr"l and

only om , of , o] and 
": 

are plotted. These are the stresses of greatest

magnitude. Note that both Figures 4.4 and 4.5 arc plotted on log-log axes so

a load domain of five magnitudes can be represented accurately.

For small loads Q < 2 deflections are small compared with the plate thickness

(w/h < 0.12) and the bending analysis of Lagrange is applicable. As shown in Figure

4,5 membrane stresses are nearly a magnitude less than bending stresses at Q

= 2 and become relatively even less significant with decreasing load. Hence,

bending is indeed the dominant load carrying mode. Both the Way and Berger

solutions simplify analytically to the linear solution for small loads, a result which

the figures verify. The author's solutions also agree with the linear çolutions.

The load range 2 < Q < 1000 is a range of transition. The deflections are

no longer infinitesimal, and consequently, the plate is beginning to dish. The

possibility of load carrying by membrane effects now exists because of the changed

geometry. Äs shown in Figure 4.5, membrane stresses do become more important,

compared to bending stresses, until they actually become twice as large as bending

I
V

b
oo

moa
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stresses. The membrane mode of support begins to visibly assist the previously

predominant bending mode at about 0 - Z. When the load had increased to about

e = 20, sufficient geometric changes have occurred that the load is carried almost

equally by bending and membrane modes, and all stresses are of the same magnitude.

The solutions of Way for Q < 120 and Berger for Q < 300 are also shown.

Solutions have been calculated over the domain of application claimed in their

respective papers, with V = 0.5. Way's solution for deflection and stresses agrees

with the authol's solution within 2olo for Q 5120 except for edge bending stress

which is within 4 percent. Berger's solution over this range predicts deflections

up to 4 percent less and stresses up to 130/o less. Berger's solution maintains the

same degree of separation from the finite element solution up to Q = 300'

A.t a load of e- = 1000, the bending stresses shown are about half the

magnitude of the membrane stresses. Their influence on the plate seems' however,

to be slight, and the membrane mode of support predominates. This fact is made

clear by comparison of the finite element deflections and stresses with the Hencky

solution for a membrane. The Hencky solution predicts the same center deflection

to three digits and membrane stresses, which are only 50/o higher.

.A.t loads higher than Q - 1000, both membrane stresses and center deflection

approach the Hencky solution asymptotically. By Q = 10000 all three quantities

are within 10/o of Hencky's solution.

Figures 4.6 to 4.9 show the radial and transverse deflections for Q = I20

and e = 300 as determined by the author's analysis, Berger's method, and for

Q = 120 by Way's method. Figures 4.6 and,4.7 show that for Q = I20 the author's

solution for radial and transverse displacements agree exactly with Way' Berger's

transverse and radial deflections are uniformly 4.50/o and 140/o less, respectively.

For Q - 300, Berger's soiution is again uniformly less by about 4.4olo and I70lo'

Figures 4.10 to 4.13 show the stress distributions for Q = 120 and Q = 300'
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The author,s solution agrees almost exactly with way's solution for Q = I20' Berger's

membrane stresses are uniformly lower by about 110i0' All three solutions give

very similar bending stresses at the centel and edge of the plate' Berger's solution

gives membrane stresses about 11 percent lower than the others at r = 0'7a' For

a = 300 similar discrepancies between the author's solution and Berger solution

occur.

Figure4.I4showsthenorma|ized,t¡ansversedeflectionfor0s0.land

0 = 10000. It is clear thar the shape of the ptate changes surprisingiy tittle with

load. The norm alized membrane profile calculated using Hencky's series, which

incidentallyisnearlyindependentofhisparameterBg,isalsoshown.

The center deflection of a clamped plate is shown in Figure 4'4' Its center

and edge stlesses are shown in Figure 4.15. The radial and hoop components are

related bY

1
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ForsmallloadsQ<l0andcorrespondingsmalldeflectionsitiSclearthat

the load is carried primarily by bending. Because the edge is clamped the plate

is stiffer in bending and a larger load is required to deflect the plate a given amountr

compared rilith a simply supported plate. The linear behavior of both plates is

limited by similar deflections of w/h = 0'15'

Atransitionfromloadcarryingbybendingtoloadcarryingprimarilyby

membrane effects occurs over 10 < Q < 5000. The solution of way agrees extremely
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well with the author's deflections and stresses up to its limiting value of Q

nO. The Berger stresses also agree very well with the author's solution up

Q = 300, except for the center bending stresses which are up to 100/o higher.

to

For loads higher than Q = 50000, the clamped plate deflections and membrane

stresses approach those of the simply supported plate and the Hencky membrane

solution, as expected.

Figures 4.16 to 4.19 show the radial and transverse deflections for Q = L20

and e = 300. For Q = L20 the Way, Berger and finite element solutions agree

exactly for transverse deflection and within 150/o for radial deflection. For Q

= 300 the Berger solutions for transverse and radial deflections are about 2.50/o

and 7.50h lower, respectively.

The membrane and bending stresses for Q = L20 and Q = 300 are shown

in Figures 4.20 to 4.?3. The author's solution agrees with the Berger solution

within 5o/0.

There is evidence of a boundary layer effect associated with the large

restraining moment at the clamped edge interacting with the deformed plate

for loads in excess of about Q = 3000. This effect is clearly visible in the radial

bending stress profiles for Q = 3000. Figures showing these results are not included

here, as considerably more study using a refined mesh at the edge is required

to determine the profiles accurately. The occurrence of such boundary layer

effects induced by edge moments in shallow shells is well documented. By analogy,

it is reasonable [65] to expect this effect to occur in plates which are deformed

sufficiently as to qualify as shallow shells in their deformed condition.

Figure 4.14 shows that the nondimensional profile of a clamped plate changes

much more with applied load than the simpty supported plate does. For very large

loads the profiles of clamped and simply supported plates become nearly the same'

and approach the shape of a uniformly loaded membrane'
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In conclusion, we see that the I element numerical solution agrees very

well with the linear and Way solutions over their applicable ranges for both clamped

and simply supported plates. The Berger solution for clamped plates is in better

agreement with the other solutions than the Berger simply supported plate solution.

For large loads Q = 10OO the solutions for clamped and simply supported plates

approach each other, and together approach the Hencky membrane solution.

The introduction mentioned that the behavior of a uniformly loaded plate

may depend on as many as three parameter. q"u7Dh, a/h and v. It was subsequently

noted in Section 4.2 rhat the analytical solutions depend only on qa+/Dh , and on v

only as it enters through the boundary conditions. Dependence on a/tr is lost by

simplification of the radial strain expression and by assumed equivalence of

quantities def ined in Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates. Since the authorrs

numerical solution does not rely on these and other simplifications necessary to

the derivation of the analytical solutions, it is possible to determine the dependence

of the plate behavior on the parameter a/h"

Figure 4"24 shows the effect of alh on the center deflection of both clamped

and simply supported edge restrained plates. Results for a/h = 400 compare very

well with the various analytical solutions, as noted earlier in this chapter. For

larger values of alh the ratio wla of center deflection to plate radius becomes

significant, even for moderate values of w/h. For a/h = 40, w/h = 14.2 at Q

= 100000 the ratio w/a is approximately 0.35 and the deflection is 10 percent

more than predicted by the analytical solution" The discrepancies between the

analytical and numerical solutions are more pronounced for h/a - 20¡ and for

h/a = 5 and 10 the numerical solutions diverge from the analytical solutions as

soon as the limit of linear theory applicability (w/h S 0.15) is past.

It is interesting to note that the deflections of simply supported and clamped

plates are indistinguishable from each other for Q 2 500. This indicates that the
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load is carried almost exclusively by memblane stresses.

The maximum deflections shown for a/h = 5, 10 and 20 have identical meridial

shapes. They correspond to center deflections of 1.4 times the plate radius and

are nearly double the deflections predicted analytically. Ä severely deformed

thick plate has a meridian shape which is significantly different from a thin plate'

as shown in Figure 4.14. Membrane strains are approximately 800/o and edge

rotations are nearly Ir/2. For du/dr = 0.3 and dw/dr =l'4, the meridial strain

estimated by Equation (4.10) is nearly 400/o too large. In addition, approximations

associated with assumed equivalence of quantities in Lagrangian and Eulerian

coordinates are up to 500/o in error, since meridial rotations are large' Errors

associated with gross geometric nonlinearities appear to account for nearly 900/o

of the discrepancy between the analytical and numerical solutions with the

remaining lOo/o discrepancy due to slight material nonlinearities'



CHIIPTER 5

POINT LOÄDED SPHERICÄ,L CÄ,P

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter considers the axisymmetric response of a freely supported

spherical cap to a point load. (À, freely supported cap is not radially restrained

at its edge; -a simply supported cap is).Caps of half angle 50, 2Z-llZo and 90o,

and varying thickness are considered. By using a displacement formulation in

the numerical analysis,the response of the shell to eversion and beyond, including

unstable equilibrium configurations is found. The response of the caps to reverse

loading, which returns them to their original shape, is also studied. In the case

of caps which are deep compared with their thickness, snapthrough is observed

in both the eversion and return loading paths. Caps which exhibit snapthrough

produce two different sets of meridian contours - one set followed for eversion

and the other followed for reverse loading.

Ä. great deal of work has been, and continues to be published on the nonlinear

deformation and buckling of the complete sphere and the similarly behaved

clamped spherical cap. Most of this work is concerned with pressure loading.

See Kaplan [37]. It is unfortunate that relatively little research has been

done on freely and simply supported caps as they, unlike clamped caps, exhibit

a snapthrough behavior on loading to eversion and snapthrough in returning to

their original shape. This latter phenomenon has apparently not been studied

before. The use of a point load allows the basic behavior of the shell to be studied,

without interference from stability effects associated with follower loads such

as pressure. The reader is referred to References [21] and [70] for a comprehensive

treatment of the singularity effects produced by the point load.

IZ4
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Thespherica|capisnotaninherentlystablegeometryunderapointload,

and may bifurcate into any of several asymmetric configurations' see Bushnell

tlo].Ageneraldiscussionofstabilityisbeyondthescopeofthisthesis.The

reader is referred to Koiter [38] and Thompson and Hunt [76] for a general

discussion of stability' Suffice it to say' that care has been taken to ensure that

thegeometriesconsideredherearewithintherangethathasbeenshown

experimentally[18]andnumericallytl0ltoproduceaxisymmetricdefo¡mations.

Non-dimensional parameter izatioî of the problem requires results presented

in the next sections, in conjunction with analytical solutions'

5.2

Consider the freely supported spherical cap in Figure 5'1'

a , its half angl e 1o and its thickness h ' The rise of the shell H

radius L are given bY

H - a(l - cos fe)

Eo

the apex of the caP and

Its radius is

and its base

(s.1)

(s.2)

is taken as Positive when

and L = asin

Àn axial load P is aPPlied at

in the direction shown'

Figure 5.1 SPherical CaP
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Equations (7.L07) to (2.109)
The resPonse of a sPherical caP

subject to initial conditions.

Kl = K2=A

Ä,dditional relationshiPs

0-

R-

(å)

(:)

a sin (:)

(s.3)

(5.s)

(s.6)

Äpplication

the apex as

(s.7)

and
(s.4)

where, E is the angle to a generic point from the z axis, and Õ, R and Z give

the angular, radial and axial position of the point in its undeformed configuration,

can also be specified. For a free shell edge, the meridial edge moment Ml

at the edge of the shell ( E= E 6) is zero

/ = arr - """ (:) t

*rlE = Eo 
= o

as is the radial component of the edge reaction force given by

-Q, slnQ * N, cosQ = 0

See Figure 5.2. Note that 0 is measured in the deformed state.

of the point ioad P is accomplished by use of a delta function at

a special form of distributed axial load q(r)

q(r) = P ô(r)

or by noting from f¡ee body considerations that

-2tr[Q, cosQ - N, slnQ] = P

not only at the shell edge but everywhere over the shell'

(5.8)
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Figure 5.2 Load Resultants

A lucid derivation of the fourth order complex form differential equation

governing the inf initesimal axisymmetric deformation of shells of revolution

is given by Mollman 149, Section 2.2]. See also Novozhiiov [55]. For the case

of spherical caps, this equation reduces to the second o¡der equation

d2o- do

È+Ë 
cotf - Q, cot2 E + iÀ2 Qr = o

the shear in the meridian direction

,Ã

(s.e)

where Qr is

iis

risÞ the angle to a generic point from the shell apex (See Figure 5.1),

and

À\ = rz(r_"n(ne)'_"'

Equation (5.9) can be solved exactly for A using hypergeometric functions.

Other stress resultants and stresses are then determined 149, p. 74] from a.

Such solutions are however, quite difficult to obtain and alternate solutions

are usually sought. It can be shown [11, Chapter 8] that load support in shells

occurs by mutually interacting mechanisms of bending and in-plane stretching.

For the plate discussed in the previous chapter, stretching or membrane effects
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are not available to carry load until the plate is sufficiently deformed by the

applied load that it is nonplanar. Since a shell is nonplanar even in its rest

configuration, membrane effects can act immediately. This nonplanar requirement

is typical of stretching mechanisms, since like the cable in a suspension bridge

they are only effective in carrying the component of load which is tangent to

the shell.

Ä, cap which is sufficiently shallow that Ll@/n)i < t carries load essentialty

like a plate. \ilhen the cap is simply supported, a point load produces deflections

shear and moment resultants which are monotonic with respect to r. For deeper

caps, bending effects are oscillatory and decay quickly away from the point

load. This boundary layer effect is associated with interaction of the otherwise

monotonic bending effects and membrane effects. The same effect can be seen

in a beam with a transverse end load on an elastic foundation. ryhile a similarly

loaded free cantilever has a monotonic displacement, the addition of elastic

support produces oscillatory displacements and stress resultants which decay

away from the load. Indeed, Hetenyi [31, Section 49] shows that the shell

equations are approximately analogous to those governing a beam of variable

cross-section on an elastic foundation of variable stiffness. It has been shown

[11, Section 9.7;?Lf, that bending effects are essentially confined to a region

of radius r =3(an)å. Membrane stresses and deformation outside this region are

also relatively insignificant. Consequently, provided the boundaries of the shell

are sufficiently distant from the point load (L > ¡(an)å), the apex deflection

and maximum stress resultant values are independent of L, the radius of the

cap base.

The above observations suggest possible simplifications to the governing

equarion (5.9). These approximations iely on simplifications which can be made
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when the shell has certain geometric properties. See Donnell ll7, Section 6.6]

and Mollman 149, Section Z.3f for justification of these approaches. The shallow

shell approach takes advantage of certain approximations which are valid when

the slope of the shell is small. Ä variety of general solutions of this type for

spherical caps are given by Hetenyi [31, Section 49], Mollman 149, Section 2.31,

Timoshenko l7g, section lzg-L3ol, Flugge [zo, section 6.2.1], seide [7], section

6.51 anA Reissner [63]. .4. historical treatment of the problem is given in Novozhilov

[55, Section 50]. When slopes are small

(s.10)tcoEq ! 
E

toand Equation (5.9) simplifies

d2Qr 
_

dE' ' +iÀ2Qr=0I aQr Ql

dE-E,

Specific solutions for a point load at the apex are given by Calladine [11, Section

9.71, seide [71, section 6.11], Flugge [20, section 6.2.L6], and Reissne¡ [64].

Än approach known as Geckeler's method l2+1 ,rourdes solutions in regions

where the slope of the shell is high, and the governing equation (5.9) can be

simplified to

(s.1 1)

(s.t2)

The method is useful for investigating the effects of loads or restraints at the

edges of spherical caps. Since the caps of interest here have free edges, solutions

of this type, such as those given by Mollmanl4g, Sections 2.3 and,Z.6f and Caltadine

[t t Section II .2.4] are only mentioned here for the sake of completeness.

Deflections and stress resultants caused by edge loads also exhibit bou,,dary

layer behavior and are quickly damped out away from the shell edge. Calladine

shows that all regions of a spherical cap are adequately described by either shallow
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shell theory or Geckeler's method.

In addition to providing insight into the behavior of spherical caps, the

linear solutions suggest suitable dimensionless parameters. See Taylor [75] for

a discussion of dimensional analysis. One such parameter is

À+ = l2(l -v2) # - "' 
(s'i3)

which occurs in the general governing equation (5.9) and in both simplified

equations (5.11) and (5.12). Since

(s.r4)

the second term ( v2) is usually ignored. However, the deflections predicted by

linear analyses are confined to a region of radius r=3(ah)å Deformations

associated with large deflections are not, as shown by the nonlinear solutions

discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Hence, the geometric parameter

À2 = trz(r -v') l! fr sin2 Eo (s.1 s)

which also accounts for the base diameter of the shell has proved more suitable.

For shallow shells this parameter is often 14,10,37, et cetera] defined as

)t2=l,Lzqr-ur)lL r2
Çs

(5.16)

Ä, load parameter which is consistent with the solutions for a point loaded cap

is p* = pa/Eh The dimensionless deflection is frequentty defined as w/h.

This definition is consistent with the linear theory and provides deflection curves

which in the small are almost solely dependent on the load P*. Since we are

interested in deflections to eversion whe¡e deflection is approximately twice

the rise H of the shell, the dimensionless deflection w/H which provides similarity

v2 << Lz(L -"r' (nu)

a

h
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cap to bein the large, is more suitable. We therefore assume

described by geometric parameters

E o = shell half angle, and

¡z = [12(1 -ú]å i sin2 Ço;

material parameter

v = Poisson's ratio;

and load and deflection parameters given respectively by

V= crå *ctå

and solved for u using one differential equation. Ä. new

from substitution of functions r.f and u in the nonlinear

of the other differential equation. Constants Ct and C,

equating the center deflection and edge rotation predicted by

P* = P1 and
Eh'

w
tr = center deflection/shell rise'

The load-deflection curve of a hemispherical cap is therefore given implicitly

by

O - 0 (to, À2, vP*,

5.3 NONLINE^ð,R SOLUTIONS ÄND EXPERIMENTÄ'L RESULTS

The first nonlinear analysis of a freely supported spherical cap subjected

ro a point load at its apex was performed by Biezeno [9] in 1935. He derived

a pair of coupled nonlinear equations for the radial and angular displacements

u and p respectively of the shell middle surface. He then assumed the angular

clisplacement V to take the form

w,
t'r

"L.XJn -r (s.17)

function rfir results

and coupling terms

were then found bY

ü and rl.,*.
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ln 1957 Chien and Hu [13] considered the more general case of a spherical

cap with an axisymmetric ring load at radius eL. Coupled nonlinear equations

in axial displacement w and meridial normal stress resultant Nl were derived.

By assuming the axial displacement in terms of center deflection wo to take

the form

(s.18)

membrane st¡esses and total system energy U associated with the shell were

obtained using one of the differential equations. Ä relationship between load

P,0,and wo was thenfound by setting du/dwo=6. pot O =0 the load is applied at

the apex of the shell and results similar to Biezeno's are obtained.

In 1g5g Ashwell [5] observecl that point loaded caps exhibit two distinct

regions: the outer region is essentially undeformed, and the inner region is a

dimple where the shell is approximately everted. This observation is consistent

with Love's concept of applicable surfaces , which states [44] in paîiu , that the

displacements of the middle surface of a shell may be of any order of magnitude,

provided the shell is not over-strained.

"This condition shows at once that, if the displacement is not very small,
the strained middle surface must be, either exactly or very nearly,
a surface applicable upon the unstrained middle surface."

(e surface which can be transformed from another surface without stretching

or folding is said to be applicable on the first. Surfaces, such as cylinders and

cones, which are applicable on a plane, are known as developable surfaces).

A,shwell 15, p.441recast Love's principle as

" In the case of an initially curved shell, the middle surface must, after
strains, be either a surface applicable on the unstrained surface, or
derivable from such a surface by a displacement which is everywhere
sma11.t'

w = won - (ï)',.r1 - H(;)', ,
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On the strength of this principle, .A,shwell described rhe displacemenr of rhe shell

inside the dimple from an everted cap and from an undefo¡med spherical annulus

in the outer region by two sets of Reissner's [63] linearized shallow shell equations.

Radial displacements are ignored. Coefficients associated with the resulting

Kelvin function terms are determined f rom equilibrium and compatibility

considerations where the two solutions patch together at the edge of the dimple,

and by the boundary conditions at the shell edge. The dimple radius is determined

as a function of load using the assumption that the meridian tangent is normal

to the z axis of the shell at this radius. The deflection is then calculated as

the sum of the linearized deflections in the inner and outer regions and twice

the dimple rise. His results are consistent with his own experiments on shallow

aluminum alloy shells and with the earlier analytical work of Biezeno and Chien.

The first numerical analysis of the point loaded cap was done by Ä,¡cher

[a] in 1962. Like most of the numerical investigations mentioned here, Ärcher

considers several different problems, including the point loaded cap. Reissner's

nonlinear differential equations [60] for shells of arbitrary shape are solved for

shallow shells using a finite difference scheme.

Evan-Iwanowski, Cheng and Loo published extensive experimental results

for point loaded caps in Lg6Z lLBl and 1964 1431. Borh meral and plastic specimens

:were studied. Their experiments are particularly valuable in verifying certian

analyticalty predicted results. Of particular interest here: shells with À < 3.2

'exhibit monatonic load-deflection curves (cf . Biezeno, Chien and Äshwell who

'give values oi 3.85, 3.64 and.3.56, respectively). Shells with À > 10.2 buckle

asymmetrically; the parameter H/L does not affect the critical load. Their

' conclusion that deep caps do not exhibit snapthrough does not agree with

'observations made herein.
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Wilson and Spier [89] consider the deep spherical. cap in their 1964 paper,

which presents a general finite difference scheme for large axisymmetric

deformations of thin shells. Load-deflection curves for inward and outward

directed point loads, as well as selected stress and displacement contours, are

given for loads less than the critical load.

Mescall 147,481 presents the first numerical analysis of load-deflection

behavior in the post-buckling range for point loaded spherical caps' His

load-deflection curves [47] include unstable equilibria,andfor positive apex loads

are in good qualitative agreement with the analytical results of Biezeno and

the experimental results of Evan-Iwanowski et al. However, his load-deflection

curves for negative post-buckled loads do not. The load-deflection curve given

i¡ [aSJ claims as many as nine (9) equilibrium states for a given load' Mescall

notes from the experimental evidence [18] that real caps appalently ignore the

bifurcation which his analysis shows can occul below P.r. He notes that the

axisymmetric contours at the bifurcation point are significantly different from

each other. In view of the experimental and theoretical [85] evidence, it would

appear that many of the equilibrium states Mescall predicts are not produced

physically.

Bushnell [10] presents a finite difference analysis of spherical caps both

for inward and outward directed point loads. His analysis shows that bifurcation

occurs almost simultaneously with axisymmetric collapse for inward directed

point loads when ),=9.54. He also shows that the pre-buckling load-deflection

curves of simply supported caps approach those of a complete sphere as À

becomes large. Buckling loads are given for outward directed loads'

Ranjan and Steele [61] use Love's concept of applicable surfaces to solve

the point loaded cap problem. Thei¡ approach is similar to .A'shwell's [5] except
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that: the meridian is assumed steep at the junction of inner and outer regions

with the consequence that algebraic expressions, rather than Kelvin functions,

result; dimple base radius is determined using an energy minimization principle;

and nonlinear effects of pre-stress and moderate rotation are included.Loads as

much as 200/o less than Ashwell'srand in better agleement with experimentsrresult.

Ranjan and Steele demonstrate their method on a cap with a clamped edge. Their

results are, however, deemed pertinent to the problem at hand, since the shells

are deep and since the results provide a valuable comparison with Ashwell's often

quoted results.

In L974 Kaplan [3?] published an extensive survey on the buckling of spherical

shells. Iyhile the survey did not discuss the point loaded cap in as much detail

as the review given here, it does discuss a number of interesting related problems.

Vyrlan and Shil'krut [85] discuss a number of important current issues in

stability of axisymmetric shells. In particular, they note that repeated snapping

cannot occur and that "not more than two stable (at least in the small)

axisymmetric equilibrium forms can correspond to the same value of the load

parameter".

parish [60], tgZg gives a finite element analysis of thin spherical caps with

a point load for |2= 36 and À2 = 100. Meridian contours are given for À2 - 36

and À2 = 100 through to eversion. The author gives the total computer time

to calculate load-deflection for À2= 100 as 20 minutes and states that ll3 of

this time is used passing through the snapthrough zone'

RESULTS ^ð.ND DISCUSSION

to = 50 and ZZ'5o are considered as

hemisphere is considered as an example

Spherical

representative

caps with half angles

of shallow caps, and a
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of a deep cap. It is noted in Section 5.3 that spherical caps with À less than

about 3.6 exhibit monotonic load-deflection curves similar to flat plates" Hence,

discussion is limited to caps with higher À values. Since the axisymmetric

deformation of a spherical cap is not necessarily stable, it is necessary to also

establish an upper limit of À-10 on the caps analyzed here. This has been shown

experimentally [18J and numerically [10] to be an approximate upper limit above

which asymmetrical deformations can occur in shallow shells. The author's

experimental results, discussed in part at the end of this section, indicate that

this is also valid as an approximate limit for hemispheres.

Spherical caps with ¡2 = 16, 36, 64 and 100 were modelled numerically.

Caps with fo = 50 and 22.50 are modelled accurately by I equal length elements.

Sixteen similar elements are necessary to model a hemisphere ( Ç 6 = 90o), as

the meridian extension Àr (not to be confused with the geometric parameter À

) varies considerably along the meridian and is not modelled well by elements

over which À¡ is constant. The refined model is particularly important for thin

hemispheres ( À2 >50) where membrane effects governed by Àl predominate.

Sample runs on shallow shells using 16 elements showed the I element model

to be approximately 2olo more rigid than its 16 element counterpart.

The analysis program is designed to start loading from either a rest or

everted configuration. This facilitates modelling of the return path. The

numerical scheme occasionally encounters difficulty following the snapping

behavior. In these cases, it is convenient to begin at the everted configuration

to calculate the return path. The return path of all shells with À2 >36 is calculated

to provide certainty as to whether snapping occurs or not. See, for example,

shallow shells with \2= 64.

By specifying apex displacement, rather than load, stable as well as unstable

equilibrium states are observed and the mechanism of snapping is clearly
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demonstrated.

Figure 5.3(a) shows the load center deflection curve of a cap with half

angle E e = 22.50 and À2= 16. The term deflection and corresponding symbol

w will hereafter refer to the apex deflection' unless noted otherwise' Figure

5.3(b) shows the meridian contours, and loads associated with selected deflections'

The correspondence between meridian contours and points on the load deflection

curve is indicated by uppel case letters. The rest state is at B ' State Ã is

a cap with an outward load and deflection. For inward deflections, the load

is always inwards and reaches a relative maximum at D where w/H = 0'8' This

maximum of Pal1h2 = 1.33 is known as the critical load P., This local

maximum is a critical load in the sense that if a load is specified, the displacement

jumps from w/H = 0.8 at D to w/H = 2.0 between E and F as the load increases

from P just less than, or equal to, P., to P slightly greater than P.t' States

from D to E are unstable as the load carrying capacity of the shell decreases

with increasing displacement. These states can hov¿ever be demonstrated

experimentally by specifying displacement rather than load' From E to H load

increases monotonically with load. The shell becomes nearly conical at large

center disPlacements.

Figure 5.4 shows the load-deflection curve and meridial contours for a

cap with ¡2= 36. This identical to the cap in the previous figure, except that

ir is about half as thick. It is not surprising then, that they exhibit similar

behavior. The thicker cap however, exhibits three configurations which are

sustained by zero load. The two stable configurations are the rest state B and

the everted state G A self-equilibriating everted state is possible in a thin

cap since membrane effects are sufficiently strong to overcome bending effects'

which tend to ro11 the edges back down and restore the shell to its rest position'

Two important features are visible at the edge of the meridial contour G : The
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meridian curvature has the same sign at the edge of the. shell here and in every

other configuration as it does in the rest state, as membrane effects must operate

along a sufficient distance from the edge of the cap before sufficient force is

developed to reverse the meridian curvature. Secondly, the edge slope is of opposite

sign here compared to the rest conf iguration. This is clearly necessary if

membrane effects which produce inward radial forces, are to prevent bending

effects from rolling the edges down and returning the cap to its rest configuration'

The everted state has been studied extensively by others 126, Section 2'20;31'

The load-deflection curves and contours shown in Figures 5-3 and 5.4

tepresent continuous deflection paths which are reversible at any point' The

same stares are produced by increasing the center deflection from w/H - 0

to w/H = ? as are produced by reducing it from wllH = 2 t'o wlH - 0' This

isnotnecessarilytrueforcapswithhighervaluesofÀ2.

Figure 5.5 shows the load-deflection curves and meridian contours produced

by a cap with À2= 1OO. Increasing deflection produces increasing load up to

a critical load at point D followed by a decrease in load to zeto at E ' From

E the shell snaps to a new configuration F ' Rather than having a large dimple

at E it has snapped to a new state of complete eversion' except for a small

reverse dimple at the center. State F has the same center deflection as state

E , but its strain energy is approximately 300/o less. From F to G the reverse

load required to maintain a particular deflection decreases. A't G the cap is

evertedandisinequilibriumwithoutexternalforces.

As the cap is returned to its rest state it again follows the curve H - G

- F, but a new sequence of configu¡ations is produced along F - J - K' ^A't K

the cap snaps to c and returns to B along the everting curve c-B' Ä cap with À2

= 100 is sufficiently rhin thar irs bending resultants a¡e relatively insignificant'

Hence, it behaves essentially like a membrane structure' since the behavior
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of the rest and everted forms of a membrane structure are indistinguishable

it is reasonable for the eversion and return paths of a very thin cap to be nearly

identical (but rotated). Figures 5.4 to 5.7 and 5.10 show that load-deflection

curves, meridians and snapping behavior become increasingly symmetrical with

increasing À2"

It is reasonable to ask why some caps snap, while others which require

a restraining force along the path to eversion, do not. Consider first, the cap

shown in Figure 5.5 which exhibits snapping. Imagine the cap to be separated

into two parts at radius r = Qr the point of inflection along the meridian at state

E The inner region is nearly spherical and changes shape only slightly from

state D to state E . The load curve from D to E is therefore due primarily

to effects associated with the outer region. Äs a first approximation to the

response of the outer region for deflections larger than at E , the load-deflection

curve can be linearly extrapolated below zero force from E . The outer region

then prefers to deflect more beyond E The response of the inner region is

similar to the curve through G since deflection of the everted sphere is governed

by the response of the center dimple. Since the inner region is less stiff than

the outer region, as shown by the lesser slope of its load-deflection curve (at

G) compared with the outer region (at E), the outer region moves to the less

st¡essed state F at the expense of the inner region becoming dimpled. It is

clear that snapping begins at zelo load, as this is the point at which the outer

region is just able to provide the force to drive the inner region to its dimpled

configuration. Static equilibrium states do not exist between E and F and

a sudden snapping occurs as the shell goes from E to F .

The cap shown in Figure 5.4 is somewhat thicker than that shown in Figure

5.5. ^4.s a result, bending effects are more significant. Their presence causes

the initial dimple to be smaller and less deep. The total deflection is due to
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significant contributions from both inner and outer regions' The stiffness of

theouterregionatStateEisapproximatelytheslopeoftheload-deflection

cutve at E and the stiffness of the inner region,the slope at G. Since the inner

region at state E (zero toad) is stiffer than the outer region' snapping does not

occur. For low À2, bending effects are prominent and cause a significant meridial

curvatureofthesamesignasintheundeformedshelltooccuratalltimesalong

theedge.Itisthiscurvaturewhichcausestheouterregiontoberelativelyless

stiffandcausestheedgestorolldownonreverseloading,ratherthanfora

significant reverse dimple to form'

Bendingeffectspreventshellswithlower}.2valuesfromevertingtoa

more nearly spherical shape with wl1 = 2'O' Furthermore' bending effects

actinginthedirectionofthecapparallelsprovideaxisymmetricstability.These

effects decrease with increasing À2 and above À2=100 no longer provide sufficient

stiffness in the parallel direction to ensure that deformations are axisymmetric'

The experimental results of Evan-Iwanowski [18' Figs' 7'21 and' 7'721 suggest

that plastic caps may not maintain their stiffness in the parallel direction as

thematerialdeforms,asmetalcapsdoiandthatthismayaccountatleastin

partrfor their earlier collaPse'

Figure 5.ó shows load deflection curves for tr2 _ L6, 36, 64 and 100, and

caphalfanglesE6=50a¡d22.50.Thesehalfanglescorrespondtocapshaving

risetobaseradius,ratiosofHlL=0.044andHlL_o.zo,respectively,and

representshellsrangingfromveryshallowtoapproximatelythecommonlimits

ofHlL=ll4=0.25[63]andH/L=116zO,L7[18]forshallowshells.From

the figure it is clear that the response is largely independent of Ço when it is

lessthanzz.so.Thisisreasonableinviewofthefactthattheaxialposition

ofanundeformedhemisphericalcapisgivenby
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have the same essentially parabolic

rise H. Note that the curves for À2=

which for a shallow sh
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indicating that all shallow spherical caps

shape and differ from one another only in

64 arc very similar to the loacling curve for ¡2= 100 which exhibits snapping'
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,,,,-.--
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'--/

Figure 5.6 Load-Deflection Curves for Shallow Shells

j
Figure 5.7 shows ioad-deflection curves calculated by the author, Biezeno
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[9] Mescall l47l and Parisch [60], and obtained experimentally by Evan-Iwanowski

[18]. It appears that sufficient attention has not previously been paid to the

mechanism of snapping, and the unique paths associated with eversion and return.

While Mescall identifies a number of axisymmetric configurations for a given

displacement, only those configurations corresponding to increasing loading from

the rest position to the point of snapping, and part of the return path' appears

to occur naturally.

BRODLAND (tr2=lOO)

-B|EZENO 
(12=74)

- 
MESCALL (À2 =lOO)

_ EVAN _ TWANOWS¡1¡ (r2=92)
9 PARISCH (À2=lOO)

il
I

2.O w
H

Figure 5.? Comparative Load-Deflection Curves
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For many practical applications, it is the critical load which is of primary

interest. Figure 5.8 shows the critical load P., as a function of À ' Curves

calculated by Biezeno [9], Chien [13], ¡sfrwell [5], Ärcher [4] and Mescall [47]

are also shown, as are the experimental values obtained by Ashwell [5] and

Evan-Iwanowski t18]. The critical load calculated here is in good agreement

with curves calculated by other researchers. Furthermore, the curve calculated

here predicts slightly higher values of P., than have been obtained experimentally'

Theoretical values of Pc, must necessarily be higher than those obtained

- 
BIEZENO

_- CHIEN

ASHWELL
ARCHER

- 
MESCALL

ô

E

ASHWELL (EXP,L)

EVAN - IWANOWSKI

À

5.8 Critical Loads

Po
Eh3

Figure
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experimentally, as even the small imperfections which are always present in

specimens cause the shell to collapse at a lower load. Only the curve calculated

here, and Äshçvell's curve, predict P.. values higher than any of the experimental

values. The research of Ranjan and Steele [61] indicates that ^A.shwell's model

is slightly too stiff and consequently predicts values for P., which are somewhat

high.

The load deflection curves associated with hemispheres are shown in Figure

5.9. They are very similar in shape to those of shallow shells, except that the

knee in the curve at the critical load is somewhat higher and much sharper.

Snapping occurs in hemispheres for À2 values as low as 36, but does not occur

in shallow shells unless 
^2ú+. 

The deflection at which hemispheres snap through

depends on the value of À2 and again, snapping occurs sooner on the return path.

Figure 5.9 Load-Deflection Curves for a Hemisphere
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The meridian contours of a hemisphere with À.2 = 36 are shown in Figure

5.10. The general behavior is similar to that of shallow caps, although the ¡adial

displacements are more pronounced. Of particular interest are the significant

radial edge dispiacements.

Ä number of spherical caps were cut from hollow rubber balls early in the

research. These models provided considerable insight into the behavior of spherical

caps. Since the load-deflection curves and snapping behavior obtained herein

is significantty different from that published in the literature, it was decided

to perform a supplementary experimental investigation.

The primary difficulty in modelling the caps is to support the edges against

reversing axial loads while ensuring that radial forces and meridan moments are

not present at this edge. This difficulty can be overcome by mounting the edges

of the cap on cantilevered wires with bushings to prevent moment transfer. See

Figure 5.11. .4, reversible load is applied through a radially restrained plunger,

attached to the apex of the shell with a smail screw. Since facilities were not

available to the author to fabricate rubber specimens, a nearly hemispherical

piece of rubber ball with À.2= 95 was used. T.he specimen had visible imperfections.

Since the elastic properties of the rubber were not measured, the resulting

load-deflection curves shown in Figure 5.12 are only qualitative. The deflection

to snapping is symmetrical, but the configurations passed through during snapping

are not. The specimen does not assume a symmetrical configuration immediately

after snapping. It is not clear whether this is an inherent property of the geometry,

a result of imperfections, or a result of material hysteresis. Clearly, however,

the experimental curves exhibit the essential features predicted by the numerical

scheme.
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Figure 5.12 Experimental Load-Deflection curve for Àz = 95



CHÄPTER 6

EDGE LOÄDED CIRCULITR CYLINDER

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter considers the behavior of a right circular cylinder clamped at

one end and loaded with either an edge moment or a radial force distributed

uniformly along the circumference of the other. Loads which do not include axial

forces are used so that radial displacements are due to direct load effects and

are not due in part to radial displacements induced through Poisson's ratio and

axial strains caused by the axial components of the applied load. Compressive

axial loads are particularly avoided as they give rise to asymmetric stability

problems. A. clamped end restraint is used so that short cylinders behave like

cantilever elasticae. (See subsequent discussion, especially Section 6.3).

Änalytical solutions exist [1I,7I,79] for the infinitesimal linear displacements

and resulting stresses in cylinders subjected to arbitrary radial, axial and torque

loads. While a few nonlinear cylinder solutions [16] do exist for particular load

cases, the author is not aware of any nonlinear solutions to the problems of interest

here. Even when such nonlinear solutions are known, they usually have a rather

restricted range of applicability and may entirely miss the effect of certain

parameters. This is seen for example in Chapter 4 where the nonlinear plate

solutions apply only to deflections of the order of the plate thickness, and where

the ratio of plate radius to plate thickness does not appear in any of the analytical

solutions, despite the numerical solutions showing its considerable effect. We

are interested in observing as many cylinder phenomena as possible, including

those which are associated with highly nonlinear behavior.

Consider the cylinder shown in Figure 6.1. Its diameter is a , its length &

"\ì¡,
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and its wall thickness h. All cylinders

types of response to load, depending

characteristic responses are associated

in Figure 6.2.
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exhibit one of three well known distinct

on their relative proportions. These

with the three geometries represented

Figure 6.1 The Cylinder

We call a cylinder "short" when its proportions are such that the effects

of hoop stress are negligible. In these cylinders, the meridian behaves like a wall;

or with suitable adjustments for plane stress like a beam. Since a clamped end

condition has been specified here, short cylinders will behave like cantilever walls.

Short cylinders or shells which are not so severely restrained tend to deform so

rhar rheir meridian shape remains unchanged [71, pp. l3Z,I33]. tVhen the length ß

of a cylinder is sufficiently small or its wall thickness h is sufficiently large,

the length over which hoop stresses can act is so small that their effect is obscured

by meridian bending effects. .4,lternatively, it is possible to think of a cylinder

as being made "sho¡t" by making its radius a large. Then, hoop effects become



(o) SHORT (b) MODERATE

Figure 6.2 Cylinder Proportions

(C) LONG

insignificant as the radius of curvature, given approximately by 1/a, becomes so

large that any small segment appears as an insignificantly curved cantilever wall.

From a different perspective, one may argue that the hoop stresses, being given

approximately by ô /a, where ô is the radial displacement, become negligibte

for large a . .A.gain, cantilever wall behavior is predicted.

^\ cylinder whose behavior is governed by the boundary conditions at both

of its ends like a short cylinder, but whose behavior is also affected by hoop effects,

is called intermediate. Ä so-called long cylinder is one in which transverse

deflections are essentially confined to a region at the loaded end of the cylinder.

Under this condition, it can be shown that the deformation at the loaded edge

does not depend on the actual cylinder length, or on its actual boundary conditions.

Such cylinders are for purposes of mathematical convenience, frequently modelled

as being of semi-infinite length.

Dimensional analysis of the problem will be postponed to the next section

since the most suitable dimensionless parameters cannot be easily determined

without reference to the analytical solutions contained therein.
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6.2 ÀN^å.LYTICÄL SOLUTIONS

The behavior of an axisymmetrically loaded cylinder is governed by the

field equations given in Section 2.5, subject to the special conditions K, = 0,

K, = I/a. ^4. governing fourth order differential equation can be derived [71,

Section 4.1] from the fieid equations using the assumptions of both material and

geometric linearity. For cases where no axial or pressure loads are present it

takes the form,

**4Àaw=0
o.z

(6.1)

(6.2)

the same equations.

where

, _|,¡(r-vz)ì r/4

a2:.z )

A beam on a Winkler foundation [71, p. 121] is governed by

The general solution to this fourth order differential equation is

w = cl .-À[ 
"it(À.q,) 

+ c, "-À[ eos(À.Q.) + cr.Àg sin(À.e,) + cu.À[ cos(À.Q,)

(6.3)

where constants Ci are found from the boundary conditions. See Calladine [11,

Section 3.8] for a di¡ect method to find the constants Ci. For the problems of

interest here, the boundary conditions are:

w(p. ) = w' ( ¿) = 0 at the clamped end, together with

w"(0) = 0, w"'(0) = * at applied shear Q, or

-M-Ð-'w"(0) w"'(0) - 0 at applied moment M
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dza

Resulting end deflections for applied

linear beam theory,

og3*=õ-

t49"2*=l

d4w=o
dsa

shear 0 or moment

I55

(6.s)

(6.6)

M are according to

where - Eh3D=-
i2(1-v- )

and the resulting end deflections can be w¡itten respectively as

f (Às)

s(Às) (6.4)

See for example, Hetenyi [31, p. 641 fot the function f(¡,.s,). It has been found

[31, p. 46; 71, Section 4.Z(d)l from the linear solutions to Equation (6.1), that the

product À.Q, is an effective indicator of whether a cylinder is short, intermediate,

or long. Delineating values of À1, are discussed in Section 6.3.

When the cylinder is short, for example, À1, is small and Equation (6.1) when

written as

wDÀ3 
=

a

wDÀ2 
=

M

daw-;+4(À.q,)4 w=0
ds*

where s = zl9' clearly simplifies to the beam equation

and

r,..,:.

(6.7',)
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respectively.

tVhen deflections are large, it

wD

Q.q,s

is necessary to use equations

so-called elastica. FortunatelY,

deflections predicted bY these

I
3

ÌfD _1
þÍ9,2 2

(6.8)

describing the

such solutions

solutions take

(6.e)

nonlinear deflection of

122, Section 2.21 arc

the form

a beam or

known. End

=r(ç)

#='(y)
for radial edge load Q and moment M respectively.

¡sD

Q.c 
a

From dimensional analysis [75], we expect the deflection \¡//f. to be governed

by two geometric ratios a/h and .t/h, and by a deformation parameter given as

a ratio of applied load to material stiffness. In consideration of the analytical

linear and elastica solutions, a/h and À[ are suitable geometric parameters'

v is a suitable material parameter and a suitable choice of load and deflection

parameters for applied radial loads a and applied moments l{ are respectively

QL2ID , DlQ.9,3 and M LID , wD/M9"2. It may seem surprising that the deflections

do not take the form w/0. However, the radial load and moment induced deflections

can be written in terms of wlg by using their corresponding load parameters,

i.e.

lrP 
=

Qg'
/-q&.\-' "\o/ e'

t'tÎ,\ wrl ,
wDl
-=ll,fg \

"ii:.

Hence, we have the implicit load-deflection relationships:

(6.10)
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0=0

0=0

l^
q\n

lz
!f\h

,trs,u'$'Ë-r)

,Àg,u,þ'#=) (6. i 1)

for applied radial load a and moment M , respectively. Note that the various

analytical solutions can be easily expressed in terms of these parameters' Since

the analytical solutions are all independent of the parameter a/h, the possible

influence of this ratio must be determined numerically'

6.3 NUMERICÄL SOLUTIONS ÄND DISCUSSION

In order to provide a comprehensive treatment of the cylinder problem,

it is desirable to consider the deflection of cylinders for which the two geometric

parameters a/hand À1, and the appropriate load parameter Q9.2lD or M 9"lD arc

given a wide range of values. To this end, cylinders of constant length, thickness

and applied load per unit of circumerential length, but varying radius are considered.

This approach allows certain economies of solution, not the least of which are

that the meridial dimensions of the numerical elements remain the same, and

that the solution of one cylinder meridian can therefore be used as a starting

configuration for the next if the radii of interest are considered in numerical

order. Most runs were done using nine elements with [ = 4 and h = 0.1, although

values of .C from 2.6 to 12.6 and h values as small as 0.01 were also used. In

all cases, the ¡adius a took values ranging over five magnitudes from I to 100,000.

The non-dimensional radial deflection wD/Qg3 of a cylinder subjected to

a uniform radial load A per unit of circumferential length is shown in Figure

6.3. There are several ways of interpreting this figure. The most natural way

is to consider the cylinder length and thickness to remain constant' Curves of

constant load Q L2 lD then correspond to constant force a per unit of

circumferential length, and the ordinate À1, varies inversely as the root of the

ìj
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radius a The toad parameter QL' /O corresponds numerically to the rotation

of the free end of a cantilever, or short cylinder, as calculated from linear beam

theory"

For sufficiently small loads, the deflection is described accurately by the

linear differential Equation (6.1). The deformation predicted by this equation

is shown in Figure 6.3 and is indistinguishable from the author's numerical solutions

for various loads and geometric configurations with QL,2|DSO.3. Three distinct

types of behavior are evident. For ).l,less than about 0.5, short cylinder behavior

is exhibited. The deflection wD/Qg3 is independent of À.(, as the radial restraint

provided by hoop stresses is insignificant and the cylinder meridian responds like

a cantilever wall. Its end deflection agrees within ll20lo with the non-dimensional

deflection of Il3 predicted by beam theory. For 0.5 <Àg<1.5, intermediate cylinder

behavior is exhibited, in which the deflection is reduced with increasing À.R. as

hoop effects become increasingly important. The mechanism of load carrying

changes for intermediate length cylinders from effects associated with the clamped

end at À.Q, = 0.5 to hoop effects at À.C = 1.5. For À.e, greater than about I ,5,

long cylinder behavior is evident in that the radial end deflection is independent

of the cylinder length. The deflection curve appears as a straight line of slope

-3, and corresponds to a deflection of constant

(6.12,)

This behavior òccurs because the load is supported entirely by hoop and local bending

effects, which are essentiatly damped out within a portion of cylinder of length

I .s/À.

Figure 6.3 aiso shows the deflections which occur from application of loads

sufficient to cause geometrically nonlinear behavior. Loads corresponding to

load Q9.2lD values of !.69,8.68,30.0, 100. and 300. are shown. The first two loads

+ = Ëu-. (Às)3
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correspond to elasticae whose end rotations are 40o and 80o. The other three

are arbitrary high loads.

Since short cylinders are more flexible than long ones, nonlinear behavior

first becomes evident at small À.C values. For moderate loads, such as Q.Cz/O =

I.69, shown in Figure 6.3, nonlinear behavior begins nearly concurrently with

intermediate length behavior, as shown by deviation of the deflection from the

anaiyticai solution. For small À.t, the deflection agrees within + 0/o with the elastica

deflections calculated using the methods of Frish-Fay l22l and Wang [86], and

shown on rhe figure. For À1, ì1.7 the cylinder is sufficiently long that hoop effects

reduce the deflection to within the applicable range of linear equations. For any

finite value of Q9.2lD, the deflection will always become small enough that it

will agree with the linear solution as the product À.Q, is made sufficiently large

(radius a made sufficiently small).

It is possible for cylinders to exhibit long cylinder behavior before they become

sufficiently stiff to make deflections linear. For example, the dashed line in Figure

6.3 passes through a series of heavily loaded cylinders witn p [2/n = 30,100 and

300, which may be thought of as differing only in length. In absolute or dimensional

terms their end deflections are identical as are their meridian contours near the

loaded ends. This contour is shown in Figure 6.4 and corresponds to À'q' - 2.8

for eg.zlD = 30. The radial deflection, however, is only 70 percent of that

predicted by linear theory, indicating the influence of the nonlinear effects. The

deflection of these heavily loaded cylinders agrees well with their corresponding

elastica solutions for small À1, and agrees with the linear solution for large À.q,.

Figure 6.4 shows the approximate load - (Àl) domains within which short,

intermediate and tong cylinder behavior occur under radial loading, and also shows

the domain of linear and nonlinear radial deflection. This figure shows that for

loads of Q9,2lO <0.3, short, intermediate and long cylinder behavior are all linea¡.

{
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For 0.3 < Q9.2lD <1.3, short behavior is nonlinear, intermediate behavior may be

nonlinear or linear, and long behavior is linear. Finally, for e g,z/D >1.3, nonlinear

short, intermediate and long behavior are followed by linear long behavior with

increasing À9. The upper bound of Àt=0.5 on short behavior for e g.2lD < 0.3 is

the same as the bound given by Seide [7], Section 4.2(d)] and is similar to the

value nl4 given by Hetenyi [3i, p. 46] for the mathematically equivalent problem

of a beam on an elastic foundation. Their lower bounds of 3 and Ttespectively

are much more stringent than the bound of À.C=1.5 indicated in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.5 shows meridial contours for a cylinder loaded radially such that

its load parameter Qf,2 Þ is 30. For ),g.=2.8, long cylinder behavior is evident

in that significant me¡idial deformations are limited to a region which does not

extend to the fixed end. When 
^L>7, 

deformations are small enough to be modelled

accurately by linear theory, as shown by comparison with the contour predicted

by linear theory. when deformations are large, such as for À.L = 4,9, nonlinear

effects become important. Intermediate cylinder behavior is evident for Àg =

2.2 since the deflection contour is significant close to the fixed end, but is

dependent on the value of i¿. For Àg<0.5 short cylinder behavior or elastica

behavior is evident as the deflection is independent of À,Q.. The cylinder contour

is nearly indistinguishable from the elastica contour calculated by the method

of Wang [86]. Loads a¡e not sufficient to cause discernable extension. For loads

in excess of Qg2/D = 30 the meridial curvature at the base of the elastica slightly

exceeds the limits of thin shell theory.

Figure 6.6 shows the radial deflection of a cylinder loaded with a couple

uniformly distributed along its free edge. Radial end deflection is plotted rather

than end rotation, since the former is not monotonic for large loads and the latter

is predicted correctly by beam theory for large rotations, even though its derivation

is such that in general it should not. For loads small enough that M 9,lD < 0.3

'ìi'l
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For larger values of the deflection parametel M L ll_, nonlinear behavior

is apparent. The deflection parameter corresponds numerically to the rotation

of the free end of an elastica. See Equations (1 .2) and (1.3) and their associated

discussion in Section 1.1. Hence short cylinders with M.Q./D equal t'o r1l2,n and

3rl2 defotm respectively to a quarter circle, semi-circle and 314 of a circle' The

deflection of the most heavily loaded cylinders is not monotonic with respect

to À.C, since the radial component of the deflection decreases as the meridian

wraps around, (see also Figure 6.6). For small À[ the dimensionless deflections

agree with the beam and elastica solutions shown within 0.160/o of the undeformed

length g and for large À.C they are indistinguishable from the linear solutions"

Figure 6.7 shows the approximate load - (À9) ¿omains of short, intermediate

and long cylinder behavior under edge moment loading, and the domain within

which radial deflections are accurately described by linear theory" For loads

M g1D < 0.3, the bounds on short and long behavior are the same as for a radial

load.

MT
D

o.l

Àl

6.7 Behavior Domains (Edge Moment)

INTERMEDIATE

NONLINEAR

Figure
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Figure 6"8 shows the meridian contour of a cylinder loaded such that M!,ID

= 3n/2. Long, intermediate and short cylinder behavior are evident. For Àl=

4.9 the transverse deflections of the numerical and linear solutions agree within

å0,,0. The difference in meridian contours is due to the axial displacement which

is not predicted by the linear solution. The short cylinder contour is nearly

indistinguishable f¡om the circular contour calculated from elastica theory. The

curvature limits of thin shell theory are reached in this deformed state.

It was noted earlier, that a sequence of cylinders of increasing radius

a was used to produce the graphs. The author has observed that if the radius

of certain short cylinders, such as those with À.Q, = 0.69 and 0.35 in Figure 6.8

have their respective radii reduced, that new equilibrium states are produced.

These new states correspond to cylinders in which the meridian bending is not

sufficient to overcome the hoop stresses and push the end of the elastica outward

so the meridian can straighten out. The new meridians are similar in shape to

their precursors, except that their radial displacement component is reduced.

These contours are not shown as it is not clear where this phenomenon would occur

naturally and their inclusion would unnecessarily complicate the figure"

Linear theory is generally restricted to problems where slopes are less than

0.1. The foregoing examples have illustrated that linear theory may be able to

accurately predict the radial displacement component of cylinders with rotations

as large as 0.3, but it does not predict the sometimes significant axial displacement

components which occur with these end rotations.

Dimensions within the bounds of thin shell theory were chosen to give the

ratio a/h a wide range of values while holding all other parameters fixed. The

ratio a/h had no discernable effect on either contours or radial end deflections

even under nonlinear conditions.
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